
· · · · · · · · · · ··                     VERBAL COMMENTS·1·

··2·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Curt Stanley, I think you're our·3·

·first speaker.·4·

· · ··     CURT STANLEY:··Thank you all for allowing me to come·5·

·and say a few words.··Who am I?··My name is Curt Stanley,·6·

·and I'm a small business owner in South Orange County.·7·

·Most of my customers, vendors and employees are also in·8·

·South Orange County.·9·

· · · · · ··           So what do I do?··I have a small business, and10·

·I provide collateral material and give-away promotional11·

·items for companies in South Orange County.··Our service12·

·is mostly entirely computer-based and most of the time13·

·our clients are under a tight deadline.··It's really,14·

·really important that we, as a small business owner and15·

·other businesses, have the ability to communicate in a16·

·timely manner.··It's even possible that should we not be17·

·able to communicate in a timely manner, we could lose18·

·business to others who can.19·

· · · · · ··           So why am I here?··Businesses in South Orange20·

·County like mine are depending on and is dependent upon21·

·realistic electricity infrastructure.··The solutions22·

·proposed, I believe, are very fair, and I also think,23·

·though, that the concept of shedding load to address our24·

·lack of redundancy and reliability are untenable25·
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·alternatives that will not support south county the way·1·

·we need it supported in small business.··By the way, the·2·

·things I approve about are the ones that were made by·3·

·SDG&E, not by the people that are providing alternatives.·4·

· · · · · ··           Electricity supports our business and helps us·5·

·survive and thrive as a small business owner.··We do our·6·

·part to conserve energy.··We try to reduce the use of our·7·

·electricity, but it's not about the amount of power we·8·

·use but it's really, in my opinion, about the redundancy·9·

·of the electrical system.··That's a key.··The three10·

·objectives, as I said, stated by SDG&E, I think, are both11·

·practical and needed from a business perspective.··And I12·

·hope that the final decision that's made are not by13·

·people who do not live here and have to abide by the14·

·rules that cap them.15·

· · · · · ··           With that in mind, finally, a reliable16·

·transmission system depends on South Orange County17·

·Reliability Enhancement project proposed by SDG&E, and I,18·

·my wife and other small businesses approve and want to19·

·support this project.··Thank you.20·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Thank you.··Next we have Larry21·

·Thomas.22·

· · ··     LARRY THOMAS:··Again, thank you for the opportunity23·

·to speak.··My name is Larry Thomas.··I'm with24·

·Independence, chair the board of San Juan Capistrano25·
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· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Is the transcriptionist being able·1·

·to get everything?·2·

· · ··     THE REPORTER:··No.··That last speaker was difficult·3·

·to hear.·4·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··I would like to remind everybody·5·

·that you've got to get close to the microphone.·6·

· · · · · ··           Next is John Ozurovich.·7·

· · ··     JOHN OZUROVICH:··Good afternoon.··I'm John·8·

·Ozurovich, Senior Director at the facility at Saddleback·9·

·College.··I'm representing our college to voice support10·

·for the South Orange County Reliability Enhancement11·

·project as proposed by SDG&E.12·

· · · · · ··           Saddleback College has over 25,000 students,13·

·and electrical reliability is critical to the successful14·

·delivery of our educational programs.··Each time we lose15·

·power there is a tremendous disruption to our educational16·

·process, a significant expenditure of public resources to17·

·reinstate the operation of the campus, and potential loss18·

·of laboratory studies due to the interruption in power.19·

·In addition, campus safety systems are compromised; all20·

·buildings are evacuated; notification of 25,000 students21·

·is needed to let them know the status of the campus; we22·

·have to initiate building fire watches, and we have to23·

·restore all of our computers and servers throughout the24·

·campus; also, there is tremendous traffic gridlock when25·
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·you try to get 25,000 students out of one area.·1·

· · · · · ··           We also appreciate the conservation·2·

·considerations to alleviate reliability issues.··And we·3·

·take conservation very seriously.··We have removed over·4·

·1.5 megawatts of power off the grid through various·5·

·conservation measures that we have implemented, and if·6·

·this liability project is approved, we will continue to·7·

·aggressively reduce our load to the extent possible.·8·

· · · · · ··           But just in conclusion, I want to emphasize·9·

·again the college's full support for the South Orange10·

·County Enhancement project as proposed by SDG&E.11·

· · · · · ··           Thank you for your consideration and the12·

·opportunity to speak.13·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Dick Fisher.14·

· · ··     DICK FISHER:··Good afternoon.··I'm Dick Fisher.··I15·

·am a business owner in South Orange County, Shwack Beach16·

·Grill, Dana Point -- I'm going to add a plug -- and17·

·Cosmo's Italian Kitchen.··Good restaurant.··I'm also the18·

·president of the Aliso Viejo Chamber of Commerce.19·

· · · · · ··           I've known Duane for most of the existence of20·

·that business.··I think very highly of Duane Cave and the21·

·job that he does for our utilities, and was a direct22·

·participant in the outage of 2011.··I think that's the23·

·most significant experience that I've had regarding24·

·redundancy.··And I do respect the process of the25·
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·environmental sensitivities and all those things.·1·

· · · · · ··           I think the gentleman made an excellent·2·

·presentation that this is going to be a well-managed·3·

·project.·4·

· · · · · ··           When you're in the restaurant business and you·5·

·don't have utilities, it's a disaster, and you end up·6·

·throwing away thousands of dollars' worth of food.··And I·7·

·was fighting with a guy at the local hardware store for·8·

·the last generator.··So it just can't -- and it lasts a·9·

·long time.··And the last one we got about 30 phone calls10·

·that day.··That's the business side.··And in representing11·

·the businesses, the city of Aliso -- I know that I speak12·

·for them as well as others -- have said here that it's13·

·very important to have a steady stream and a backup if14·

·something does take place.15·

· · · · · ··           And on a personal side I have -- my oldest son16·

·Alex is vent-dependent and is in a power wheelchair, and17·

·that was a big panic because the battery backup system18·

·can only go so far.··We were running around.··We actually19·

·had to pick up all his stuff and his wheelchair and move20·

·him into a hotel because we were going to be without his21·

·ventilator.··So from a medical standpoint, a personal22·

·standpoint, as a father, we can't have a system where23·

·people could actually lose their life.24·

· · · · · ··           I appreciate being here, and I appreciate you25·
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·gentlemen and your process.··Thank you.·1·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Next we have Tony Struthers.·2·

· · ··     MR. STRUTHERS:··Good afternoon.··My name is Tony·3·

·Struthers.··I'm a San Clemente resident, but I'm also the·4·

·hospital administrator at Saddleback Memorial Hospital·5·

·here in San Clemente.··As an emergency medical source·6·

·provider in South Orange County we are closely following·7·

·the progress of SDG&E'S proposed South Orange County·8·

·Reliability Enhancement project.·9·

· · · · · ··           Reliable power is critical to service our10·

·patients.··Just as the gentleman said with his son, we11·

·take care of those patients every day.··While we have a12·

·backup power generator, we would prefer not to risk the13·

·health of our patients having to rely upon the short-term14·

·energy solutions unless there are no other options.··The15·

·emergency generator at the hospital does not cover the16·

·hundred percent of our power needs; so it's a very, very17·

·short-term solution, and it does tax all of our systems.18·

· · · · · ··           SDG&E has proposed an excellent option that19·

·would improve the reliability in the electrical20·

·transmission system of the entire South Orange County21·

·region.··Our research shows that their proposed project22·

·would provide system redundancy, which is very important23·

·to us, for the 230-kV transmission lines that feed the24·

·distribution system for all 300,000 residents and25·
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·businesses and millions of seasonal visitors traveling in·1·

·South Orange County.··Actually, we were somewhat·2·

·surprised that the CPUC staff did not recommend the SDG&E·3·

·project as its preferred alternative.·4·

· · · · · ··           Second, temporary environmental impacts during·5·

·that short-term construction project, CPUC staff ignored·6·

·our long-term benefits of the project in favor of their·7·

·recommendations and minor upgrades that do not address·8·

·the glaring absence of the redundant electrical·9·

·transmission system.10·

· · · · · ··           I urge you to consider the needs of our11·

·community and all the residents of South Orange County12·

·for reliable power and redundant system.··Please support13·

·San Diego Gas and Electric's proposed South Orange County14·

·Reliability Enhancement project.15·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Next is Garry Brown.16·

· · ··     GARRY BROWN:··Thank you for the opportunity to17·

·speak.··My name is Garry Brown.··I am the founder and18·

·president of Orange County Coastkeeper and the Inland19·

·Empire Waterkeeper.··Our mission is swimable, fishable,20·

·drinkable and sustainable water, and we deal in all the21·

·surrounding areas to ensure and promote that.22·

· · · · · ··           You may not realize it that, you know, when we23·

·have a power outage there is a number of things, a lot of24·

·inconvenience, a lot of difficulty that happens.··A lot25·
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·overdue and should be taken care of as soon as it can be·1·

·done.·2·

· · · · · ··           Just as a side note, I was in the·3·

·environmental review business for 38 years, and it's·4·

·still confusing to me, the process you go through.··So·5·

·I'm trying to understand the process.··There's absolutely·6·

·a lot of complexity in the process that you are going·7·

·through.··Thank you.·8·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Joe Anderson.·9·

· · ··     JOE ANDERSON:··Good afternoon.··I'm Joe Anderson.10·

·My wife and I have been residents of the SDG&E service11·

·area here since 1976.··That's over 40 years here.12·

· · · · · ··           But anyhow, I co-chair an organization called13·

·Citizens for Safe and Reliable Power in the South Orange14·

·County area, and we are in support of the project.··Our15·

·organization is all volunteer.··It's comprised of a few16·

·former politicians like myself, which I'll speak to in a17·

·moment, a business staple and citizens.··During our time18·

·in San Clemente, I ran for city council for 16 years and19·

·served three terms as our mayor; so I also have read our20·

·fair share of EIRs.21·

· · · · · ··           This project is really needed.··We're talking22·

·about reliability.··We're talking about an area, a huge23·

·area in terms of population that is dependent upon one24·

·substation, that being Talega.··If it goes down, we're25·
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·down.··The first advantage will be reliability, which is·1·

·very, very important, and increased capacity.··The·2·

·Capistrano substation, it's been some 50 years since any·3·

·major improvements have been made to that.··Can you·4·

·imagine what's happened in our communities over that vast·5·

·time of 50 years in terms of population growth in terms·6·

·of the number of houses, in terms of the size of those·7·

·houses and most especially what has gone into those homes·8·

·that put greater and greater demands on our electrical·9·

·grid?10·

· · · · · ··           In its current form, your Draft EIR falls11·

·short of accomplishing its objectives.··It does nothing12·

·to address reliability.··As I mentioned earlier, if the13·

·Talega Substation goes down, we are all out of14·

·electricity.··Further, the alternates presented fall15·

·very, very short, such as shedding load -- which I can't16·

·believe that would be considered a viable alternative;17·

·rebuilding an antiquated system, which would do nothing18·

·to improve the capacity; or starting over in yet another19·

·location.··We've already been working on this about three20·

·years ago, a little more than three years ago, I believe,21·

·and you know this just gets ridiculous.··We just can't go22·

·back to square one each time and start all over again for23·

·another three years.24·

· · · · · ··           So we do support the project.25·
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· · · · · ··           On a personal level, I too have one, which I·1·

·will quickly address.··My wife has advanced COPD, is·2·

·dependent upon oxygen and a ventilator in our home.··When·3·

·this power outage went out, which I thought was in 2012·4·

·but maybe it was 2011.··Fortunately, we have a motorhome·5·

·at home and I ran our house -- well, not our house, but·6·

·all of her equipment off the generator from that·7·

·motorhome from about 5 o'clock in the afternoon until·8·

·about 2 or 3 in the morning.··I left a few lights on so·9·

·I'd know when to go out and shut off the motorhome.··But10·

·without that, I'd have to take her to the hospital, I11·

·guess.··And you know, ICU is $7,500 a day.12·

· · · · · ··           So, you know, we need a realistic, up-to-date,13·

·modern electrical system here in San Clemente.··Thank you14·

·very much.15·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Next we have Jim Bieber.16·

· · ··     JIM BIEBER:··Good afternoon.··My name is Jim Bieber,17·

·and I'm a resident of San Clemente and I own a supply18·

·office up the street.··In between my house and the center19·

·here are two properties that we own that are full-time20·

·vacation rental homes, just two streets over, built in21·

·1926.··You know, it's total rehab we had to do, and I'm22·

·very familiar with the process of renovating a historical23·

·home and undergoing compliance with a variety of things,24·

·including electricity, and weighing the balance of25·
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·your handwriting for the last name, but Nancy --·1·

· · ··     NANCY HENT:··Thank you for providing this hearing·2·

·today.··It's nice to hear everybody is voicing the same·3·

·thing that we all feel this concern over not being able·4·

·to have reliable electricity.··And I just appreciate·5·

·everybody that helped people needing electricity in their·6·

·homes.·7·

· · · · · ··           I'm a local business owner and I'm a director·8·

·on the chamber of commerce board of directors and we are·9·

·a business in this city.··We have a 180 businesses who10·

·just cease and stop if the electricity were out, if we11·

·were in a blackout, and that in a technological era, we12·

·just can't have antiquated and not backed-up systems.13·

· · · · · ··           So I just urge you to proceed and back SDG&E,14·

·and thank you for being here.15·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Next we have Laer Pearce.16·

· · ··     LAER PEARCE:··Thank you very much for pronouncing my17·

·name right, which is a very unusual occurrence.18·

· · · · · ··           I'm Laer Pearce.··I am a California native and19·

·a 25-year South Orange County resident.··I am also the20·

·author of the Amazon No. 1 best selling current affairs21·

·book "Crazifornia" on how California is destroying itself22·

·and why it matters to America, which featured the CPUC23·

·for a number of pages.24·

· · · · · ··           If there's a single word that we in South25·
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·Orange County need to pay attention to, it's a word we've·1·

·heard several times today already, that is "reliability."·2·

·For example, we can no longer depend on a reliable water·3·

·supply from our long-standing sources of supply in the·4·

·Big Delta and Colorado River.··So water supply·5·

·reliability is very much on our minds here.··Without a·6·

·reliable supply of water, businesses leave; they go to·7·

·other states.··I'm officiating with recruiting California·8·

·businesses to help them with their water supply.··Third·9·

·drop starts on April 7.10·

· · · · · ··           Similarly, as with the closing of San Onofre,11·

·the state's decades long refusal to need to address the12·

·need for additional electric power generation, we no13·

·longer have a reliable power supply.··Electrical system14·

·is something that we took for granted just a decade ago,15·

·but the Draft EIR that's before us today is evidence that16·

·many have simply given up electric supply reliability.17·

·We don't have to do that.··We can't afford that.18·

· · · · · ··           The CEOs of America's leading organizations19·

·have ranked California last in business revenues in each20·

·of the last six years, and they list, as the number one21·

·reason for doing that, the power supply unreliability.22·

· · · · · ··           The CEO of Intel -- who is Intel?··Intel is23·

·the pioneer in high-tech manufacturing in the state --24·

·said that he will no longer build plants in California25·
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·because of the system supply reliability problems, and·1·

·because of that, 4,000 high-paying jobs went to Arizona,·2·

·not to California.··Those are the members of the·3·

·California public, that's work that's in your names.·4·

· · · · · ··           The alternatives in the Draft EIR don't help·5·

·us to solve California's energy problems.··Those·6·

·alternatives worsen them by failing to provide·7·

·redundancy, as many of the speakers have already pointed·8·

·out.··Put another way, they just don't approve·9·

·reliability, instead approving the words low shedding,10·

·which is a pretty funny word when you think about it,11·

·let's call it what it is.··These are alternatives that12·

·say to get used to just not having the power when we need13·

·it.14·

· · · · · ··           We heard today why it's not acceptable.··It's15·

·not just because the jobs are going elsewhere and16·

·businesses are going elsewhere, it's because of people17·

·with medical needs, it's because of the importance of18·

·tourism and the quality of our ocean water to the South19·

·Orange County economy.··Instead, what we hear are20·

·agencies saying, basically, "we don't care.··We're not21·

·going to give you the power you need."22·

· · · · · ··           Are we really so afraid of temporary23·

·construction impacts that we have to reject the best24·

·solution for Orange County's undersupply of power?··Are25·
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·we really afraid to give the big picture and globally do·1·

·the right thing -- and, actually, it's not even global.·2·

·It's just obviously the right thing.··Just ignore the·3·

·alternatives of the EIR, and I urge you to not adopt·4·

·those and to assess and support SDG&E's proposed South·5·

·Orange County Reliability Enhancement program.·6·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Next Rhonda Reardon.·7·

· · ··     RHONDA REARDON:··I hope you enjoyed that little girl·8·

·walking in her heels.··This was not the plan to have my·9·

·granddaughter with me here today.··So I think it's two of10·

·us today.11·

· · · · · ··           Thank you gentlemen for coming down.··I want12·

·to talk about a couple things.··I agree with this13·

·gentleman, Mr. Pearce.··Thank you very much because you14·

·basically said everything that I was going to say.··I am15·

·the former mayor of Mission Viejo.··2013 was my16·

·mayorhood.··We had a significant power outage, three17·

·hours in the evening, at night; so it didn't seem to be18·

·that big of an impact, but it was.··I also, in my former19·

·life, was a project manager, and I implemented projects,20·

·mostly technology projects.··All of us in this room know21·

·that technology has changed vastly over the last several22·

·years.··When I first started working on it, it was like23·

·every 18 months.··Now it's even quicker than that.24·

·Quicker, faster and more.··So the current infrastructure25·
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·that we have is not sufficient.·1·

· · · · · ··           We ask -- and I'm asking on behalf of myself·2·

·as a resident of Mission Viejo over 30 years, and as the·3·

·former mayor, to please consider the fact that your·4·

·alternatives that you offer in the Draft EIR, although·5·

·they may have seemed reasonable, are not reasonable.·6·

·Turning your power off is not going to work.·7·

· · · · · ··           Just so you know, I didn't bring her, like I·8·

·said, on purpose, but I will tell you, she expects us·9·

·adults in this room to make wise and right decisions for10·

·her future, and that of all of our children and our11·

·grandchildren, and that is why I would ask you to think12·

·about the future, because even though we have enough13·

·power today, we may not have enough power this summer, we14·

·may not have it in two years or five years and this15·

·project I believe is very well thought out.16·

· · · · · ··           I appreciate SDG&E for spending the time that17·

·they have and the money to get public input all along the18·

·way.··And I appreciate the fact that you are taking the19·

·time to come down and meet with us.20·

· · · · · ··           So, please, I support the project as a21·

·resident, as a former mayor of Mission Viejo, and I ask22·

·you to think about our future.··Thank you very much.23·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Next is Wendy Bucknum.24·

· · ··     WENDY BUCKNUM:··I am Wendy Bucknum.··I am a current25·
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·city Councilwoman in Mission Viejo; so it's nice to run·1·

·into Rhonda.··You know that was going to happen.·2·

· · · · · ··           I have been a 25-plus-year resident, and I·3·

·married a person who was born and raised in Mission·4·

·Viejo.··So we are long-time south county residents and·5·

·have seen a lot of changes.·6·

· · · · · ··           One key conclusion, really truly is that I·7·

·don't believe that the DEIR will accomplish the·8·

·objectives of the project because none of the·9·

·alternatives carry forward solving the need for10·

·redundancy, which is really the main issue here.··And11·

·you've heard about the power outages they had and it's12·

·significant.··Especially in Mission Viejo, we have a13·

·hospital, we have a college, and it's a trauma center,14·

·and I know that there's backup power, but the bottom line15·

·is we've got to do better in the events of the future.16·

· · · · · ··           Our current electrical system truly has no17·

·redundancy.··If that Talega system goes down, there's no18·

·backup and the alternates don't address that.19·

· · · · · ··           I'll try not to repeat things that have been20·

·said, out of consideration for you who are trying to come21·

·here.22·

· · · · · ··           I do want to say that the reliability, it23·

·doesn't address any kind of reliability and you cannot24·

·have capacity without reliable power.··Any alternate that25·
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·relies on interconnection also with southern California·1·

·Edison system is really -- that's truly unacceptable·2·

·because it would require a whole different process,·3·

·really sets this whole situation back.··Really not a·4·

·great solution.·5·

· · · · · ··           The best solution of me keeping the lights on·6·

·in our growing communities -- and Mission Viejo is one of·7·

·those communities where everything has been built around·8·

·it as well; so we understand the need to work with the·9·

·communities that are around us.··We've lightened our10·

·roads so that people can get to wherever they need to get11·

·to on the other side of Mission Viejo, and we want to be12·

·good neighbors.··And I would say that we would ask the13·

·same of our neighboring cities when their hand gets --14·

·when we tap them to say, you know, "We need you to do a15·

·little something so that we can provide reliability for16·

·all of South Orange County."17·

· · · · · ··           One thing I do want to touch on is, in my18·

·daytime, in my normal job, I work for a community19·

·management company called Professional Community.··We20·

·manage many 55-plus communities.··When the power goes21·

·down, it's almost an emergency situation in those22·

·communities.··I mean, there's -- Palmilla, Casa Del Sol,23·

·and Laguna Woods Village are three of the communities24·

·that I mentioned.··There's many others that we specialize25·
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·in.··It is a significant issue for the aging population.·1·

·Our aging population is increasing in south county.··That·2·

·is demonstrated by the census.··You can take a look at·3·

·it.··This issue is very important because a lot of our·4·

·seniors are aging in place, so in their homes.··So they·5·

·do need power that is reliable because they're using·6·

·medical equipment for their life-saving purposes.·7·

· · · · · ··           So I urge you, do not adopt any of the current·8·

·alternatives in the Draft EIR.··Instead, support the·9·

·proposed South Orange County Reliability Enhancement10·

·project as it's been proposed.··Thank you.11·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Next we have Shawna Schaffner.12·

· · ··     SHAWNA SCHAFFNER:··My name is Shawna Schaffner, I'm13·

·the CEO of CAA Planning Consultants.··I represent the14·

·Edwards family that lives at 26566 Calle Lorenzo in San15·

·Juan Capistrano, and their home backs up to the16·

·Capistrano Substation.17·

· · · · · ··           We acknowledge the great need for this project18·

·and enhancement reliability is a critically important19·

·part of this hearing, but the EIR completely fails to20·

·analyze the impacts on the residents that live in the21·

·path of the substation.··Putting 45 to 60 foot22·

·structures, big huge structures where there is nothing23·

·right now, has a significant environmental impact.··We24·

·asked for shade and shadow studies during the scoping25·
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·meeting, during the application, dating back to 2011 that·1·

·has not been conducted.··And so we're scratching our·2·

·heads trying to understand why the impacts to these·3·

·residents, many of which are low-income and are very·4·

·impacted, have not been done.·5·

· · · · · ··           So we think the DEIR is insufficient.··It·6·

·needs to be revised to fully analyze shade and shadow·7·

·imprints and a variety of other issues.··We will be·8·

·submitting in writing as well and writing each other.·9·

·But just very surprised that the EIR didn't acknowledge10·

·the impact to analyzing or address them in any way.··So11·

·we would urge that that be done before the Final EIR is12·

·prepared on the project.13·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Next we have Jim Dahl.14·

· · ··     JIM DAHL:··Hi, I'm Jim Dahl.··Fifty-year resident of15·

·San Clemente, four-term council member, and four-term16·

·mayor of San Clemente, and also a retired fire captain in17·

·Orange County fire unit in the city of San Clemente for18·

·over 40 years.19·

· · · · · ··           The South Orange County Reliability20·

·Enhancement project is very important in a lot of21·

·different ways, especially in public safety.··Reliability22·

·of power is so important.··When we had a power outage a23·

·couple of years ago, we lost cell coverage in San24·

·Clemente after five hours because a backup system was so25·
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·depleted because of the number of calls being made in all·1·

·the cell sites in San Clemente.··Some have generators,·2·

·but not all; so that's really a real problem.··Also, our·3·

·traffic signal system over here in San Clemente taxed our·4·

·public safety folks both street maintenance and our·5·

·sheriff's department; so it's very important that we have·6·

·a good reliable power grid in San Clemente.··In my 50·7·

·years I've seen many instances where we've had outages in·8·

·our community, and they can be very devastating.·9·

· · · · · ··           As Joe Anderson spoke about a C.O.P.D.10·

·breathing machine, we have many, many patients in San11·

·Clemente that are on either PAP machines or breathing12·

·machines, home dialysis, and all sorts of other medical13·

·equipment that needs good, reliable power.14·

· · · · · ··           So it's very important that we have good,15·

·reliable power, and this project will bring it to San16·

·Clemente and San Juan Capistrano.··Thank you.17·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Enzo, I apologize.··I'm not even18·

·going to try.19·

· · ··     ENZO SEOGNANIGLIO:··I get that all the time.··Don't20·

·worry.21·

· · · · · ··           Good afternoon everyone.··My name is Enzo22·

·Seognaniglio.··I'm the chair for Dana Point Chamber of23·

·Commerce, and 35-years resident.··Dana Point Chamber24·

·represents over 400 businesses in our community.··The25·
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·Dana Point Chamber of Commerce strongly supports San·1·

·Diego Gas and Electric's proposed South Orange County·2·

·Reliability Enhancement project.·3·

· · · · · ··           Main Dana Point businesses are the whale·4·

·watching cruises, restaurants, hotels and the tourist·5·

·industry.··The Dana Point population struggles by·6·

·hundreds and thousands daily to draw tourists.··We need·7·

·power for our business, our residents in our community.·8·

·Loss of power, even for one day, can have devastating·9·

·consequences on our businesses.··As a business owner, I10·

·remember when we lost power in 2011, I had a full11·

·restaurant, probably about 170 people, and we cooked12·

·every single dinner nonstop and some people go.··It took13·

·me couple months just to recover the loss.··I think we14·

·bought three generators, by the way, just because we were15·

·afraid.16·

· · · · · ··           On behalf of our business we ask that you do17·

·not follow staff recommendation of shutting off the18·

·power.··We support SDG&E's plan to provide redundancy in19·

·the transmission system to the project reliability.··To20·

·and for the businesses of Dana Point, we ask that you do21·

·the SDG&E project.··Thank you very much for your time.22·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Next we have Donna Varner.23·

· · ··     DONNA VARNER:··Good afternoon.··I'm Donna Varner.24·

·I've lived in Mission Viejo.··I've been a resident for25·
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·over 40 years.·1·

· · · · · ··           As a south county resident and long-time·2·

·business owner, I'm greatly concerned about the staff·3·

·recommendations presented in the Draft EIR for the South·4·

·Orange County Reliability Enhancement project.··They do·5·

·not represent the project.··What I understood, and I have·6·

·been following this for some time, it was designed to·7·

·create a safe and reliable energy infrastructure for·8·

·South Orange County.·9·

· · · · · ··           Alternative A does not accomplish a project10·

·objective and continues to put our community at risk for11·

·having an unreliable power source.··The SCE alternatives12·

·will require additional time and costs for environmental13·

·studies and will require SDG&E to acquire new land.14·

· · · · · ··           The right solution is to rebuild a 50-year-old15·

·Capistrano Substation and run additional 230-kilovolt16·

·lines to Talega Substation.··Now, I want to mention17·

·something because of the talk about the residents living18·

·close to substation.··If I were a resident, I would love19·

·to have this done.··The building itself is going to20·

·enhance that area tremendously; so I don't see what the21·

·problem is.··If it makes the area look better, it's22·

·better for the residents.23·

· · · · · ··           Our Energy infrastructure affects all other24·

·systems, transportation, water, safe water, safety -- the25·
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·list goes on and on.··We must have a reliable and·1·

·redundant system.··The best solutions to keeping the·2·

·lights on in our growing communities were rejected due to·3·

·temporary construction impacts.·4·

· · · · · ··           Please reject the staff recommendations and·5·

·include this reliability enhancement project as proposed·6·

·by SDG&E.··Thank you.·7·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Next we have Mike Munzine.·8·

· · ··     MIKE MUNZING:··When I got the letter I crawled out·9·

·of my death bed to make it here.··I'm city councilman and10·

·mayor pro tem in Aliso Viejo.··I'm also a regional11·

·director of SCAG as well.12·

· · · · · ··           We had this presented to us this last13·

·Wednesday night, and redundancy and energy consistency is14·

·absolutely critical and I think this will be a great15·

·project.··It's not really for our city, since only a16·

·fraction of our city will be helped by this, but17·

·certainly that is the -- you know, every home, every18·

·business is critical and having a redundancy and that19·

·benefit is what we need.20·

· · · · · ··           I won't go into a lot of detail, but certainly21·

·we support the project.··I appreciate the time.··Thank22·

·you.23·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Is there anybody that wanted some24·

·additional time to speak?··We have a few minutes left for25·
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·this meeting.·1·

· · · · · ··           If that's the case, then I guess we can·2·

·conclude this meeting.··Thank you all for coming.·3·

· · · · · ·          (Whereupon the proceedings concluded)·4·
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· · · · · ··           Lastly, a reminder that providing a verbal·1·

·comment is only one way to comment on the Draft EIR.··If·2·

·you have prepared written comments, you can submit them·3·

·tonight.··Otherwise, you can follow the directions that·4·

·are on the materials that are available at the front·5·

·door.·6·

· · ··     ANDREW BARNSDALE:··I just have one more item I want·7·

·to bring up.··We have had several requests from, I·8·

·believe, the city of San Juan Capistrano and, I believe,·9·

·the Unified School District here, and a few other10·

·individuals, for an extension of the comment period from11·

·45 days, that would be from 45 days to 90 days.··So we've12·

·had those requests from several individuals as well.··The13·

·Commission has considered all those requests and has14·

·denied them; so this commentary will end promptly on15·

·April 10.··Thanks.16·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Let's get started so we can ensure17·

·that everybody has time to talk.··We will start with Rhen18·

·Kohan.19·

· · ··     RHEN KOHAN:··So this is really hard.··I thought I20·

·could write something and be coherent, but it is a very21·

·upsetting process to watch all of this and so it's been22·

·hard.23·

· · · · · ··           I'm a homeowner living by the substation; so24·

·my comments are directed at that.··I want to thank you,25·
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·all of you, for your time and your efforts and for·1·

·reviewing our comments.·2·

· · · · · ··           I attended the San Clemente hearing today.·3·

·The majority of the comments supported the proposal as·4·

·has been proposed, stressing how reliability and·5·

·redundancy were crucial for our county in every way·6·

·businesswise.··So first off, I don't disagree with that.·7·

·I agree with that wholeheartedly.··I listened, though, as·8·

·I listened and I saw, you don't live there.··You don't·9·

·live across the street in our community and that's what's10·

·the impact to us.··They don't mention the population, the11·

·housing around the substation.··In all of the impacts12·

·you're talking about, that was way down on the list.13·

·That's very top on the list to us.··So I challenge you14·

·Commissioners to bridge these gaps and address our15·

·concerns and not lessen what is needed.··This thing is16·

·like a piece of clay.··It needs to be molded some more,17·

·not as it is set in stone right now because not18·

·everything is being considered.19·

· · · · · ··           So 1918 the city built the substation.··In20·

·1974 our homes were built, 100 or so to the north of the21·

·substation, 178 to the south.··So there you've got these22·

·homes that have been kind of shoehorned in there.··They23·

·also gave us a park, but there are transmission lines all24·

·over the top of the park.··So I took my daughter there25·
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·when she was small.··She's 26 now.··So I would not go·1·

·back up there with a grand kid or a pet.··No, I would not·2·

·go under those lines because I've learned so much about·3·

·EMF exposure that I would not do that anymore.··We have·4·

·used respected instruments in our community to test out·5·

·the EMF levels now, recently.··When I moved in I had·6·

·SDG&E out and they told me everything was just fine.·7·

·Well, I did --·8·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··I'm sorry.··We hit our two-minute·9·

·mark.10·

· · ··     RHEN KOHAN:··Two minute.··Thank you.11·

· · · · · ··           I trusted what SDG&E told me.··I didn't know12·

·from what, but now cancer is popping up in our13·

·neighborhood.··In 2006 I see CPUC set up rules --14·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Actually, that's the two-minute15·

·mark.··We need to keep everybody to two minutes to make16·

·sure that --17·

· · ··     RHEN KOHAN:··That is not fair.··I prepared for18·

·three.19·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Sorry.··We have more people20·

·requesting to speak this time.21·

· · ··     RHEN KOHAN:··Okay.··Now that I just found that out,22·

·I would like to request either that you take the23·

·substation out entirely, which may sound crazy to you, or24·

·to look at alternative D and F to get into that landfill25·
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·and incorporate the Rancho Mission Viejo Substation out·1·

·there.··Please do that and think of our community.··You·2·

·just can't go ahead and not think about our community.·3·

·We're there.··We're captives.··Come on.··Thank you.·4·

· · ··     MR. BARNSDALE:··Thank you.··Thank you.··We·5·

·appreciate it.·6·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··I would like to remind everybody,·7·

·out of respect for all the people who would like to speak·8·

·tonight, to please let's try to keep that two-minute·9·

·time.10·

· · · · · ··           The next speaker will be Wayne Brown.11·

· · ··     WAYNE BROWN:··Good evening.··My name is Wayne Brown.12·

·I am the government relation manager for the South Orange13·

·County Economic Coalition.14·

· · · · · ··           The South Orange County Economic Coalition15·

·represents some of the largest employers in the region.16·

·In all, south county businesses generate $25 billion in17·

·revenue each year.··That fact is detailed in this report18·

·produced by Saddleback College and the Economic19·

·Coalition.··We are not talking about a bedroom community,20·

·as some would think, but a region that is one of the21·

·crucial economic drivers of this county.22·

· · · · · ··           The lack of safe and reliable electrical23·

·system is a major barrier to attracting and growing24·

·businesses in south county.··Our members are gravely25·
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· · ··     PAM PATTERSON:··Pam Patterson.··I'm speaking as a·1·

·resident of San Juan Capistrano.··I just want to discuss·2·

·again Mission Hospital being here talking in favor of·3·

·this and just ignoring the health risks for the children·4·

·of our community.··So I think that next time, you know,·5·

·you're tempted to donate money to Mission Hospital, you·6·

·might want to donate it to pediatric cancer instead.·7·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Before anybody else comes up to·8·

·speak, can we get a tally of everybody who will want to·9·

·speak so I can distribute the time evenly.10·

· · · · · ··           Two more people, three more people.··Okay.11·

· · · · · ··           We have just over 10 minutes left.··So we'll12·

·give you each three more minutes.··And, please, remember13·

·to restate your name when you come back up to the14·

·microphone.15·

· · ··     CHARLIE VIEW:··Charlie View, Director for the city16·

·speaking on behalf of the city of San Juan Capistrano.17·

· · · · · ··           One thing we didn't see in the EIR18·

·alternatives that we'll also be asking about is whether19·

·the Carlsbad "Peaker" station was included in terms of20·

·reliability and redundancy.··We understand that's a21·

·significant consideration.··We ask if that was included22·

·in the analysis or not.··Thank you.23·

· · ··     RHEN KOHAN:· ·My name is Rhen Kohan.··Yes, I come24·

·off emotional and upset, but I am not saying I don't want25·
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·the reliability and redundancy.··I'm also of business·1·

·mind, and I see what we need.··We need to grow.··That is·2·

·very true.··But it's the wrong spot.··And there are the·3·

·considerations that people keep saying, our kids, people·4·

·that are growing up there, people that want to go outside·5·

·where there are lines.··So please don't -- it is not·6·

·because you object to a project, does not mean that you·7·

·throw out every business acumen you have within your·8·

·head.·9·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··There was one more here in the10·

·back.11·

· · ··     TOMMY NELSON:··Tommy Nelson.··I guess one more thing12·

·I wanted to add is, you know, I know we're here to speak13·

·specifically on comments to the EIR and, you know,14·

·there's so much emotion that everybody is coming in here15·

·with.··You know, one of the things that I wanted to make16·

·sure that I commented on is that aesthetics is not less17·

·than significant.··It's not been acknowledged in the EIR18·

·as being mitigated for.··I would struggle to characterize19·

·that as a less-than-significant impact.··And then, you20·

·know, from a historical standpoint, again, I feel like21·

·that's also not a less-than-significant impact, hasn't22·

·been accounted for in mitigation.··That really needs to23·

·be reiterated.··Thank you.24·

· · ··     MR. BARNSDALE:··Thank you.··I appreciate it.25·
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·a new 230-kV substation in San Juan Capistrano on the·1·

·current site.··Thank you.·2·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Julie Vandermost.·3·

· · ··     JULIE VANDERMOST:··Good evening.··My name is Julie·4·

·Vandermost, and my address is 30900 Rancho Viejo Road,·5·

·Suite 100, in San Juan Capistrano.··As the owner of a·6·

·local environmental consulting firm, and also a San Juan·7·

·Capistrano resident, I'm very concerned about the current·8·

·direction of the South Orange County Reliability·9·

·Enhancement Project Draft Environmental Impact Report.10·

· · · · · ··           In my opinion, only the SDG&E proposal is11·

·going to meet the project objective of addressing energy12·

·reliability and redundancy in South Orange County.13·

· · · · · ··           I've lived and worked here for 25 years and14·

·have experienced several blackouts that have been quite a15·

·problem for my business as well as our family.··Our16·

·communities remain unprotected from a major blackout17·

·event, which results in the loss of tens of millions of18·

·dollars to our economy and significantly impacts small19·

·businesses like mine as well as all businesses in South20·

·Orange County and our residents.21·

· · · · · ··           I urge the CPUC to approve the project as22·

·proposed by SDG&E and reject all other alternatives.23·

·This redundant infrastructure is standard and it's24·

·expected in other large communities, and we deserve the25·
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·same here.··Thank you.·1·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Thank you.··Next is Brian Beeman.·2·

· · ··     BRIAN BEEMAN:··Good evening.··My name is Brian·3·

·Beeman.··My address is 28022 Camino Del Rio, San Juan·4·

·Capistrano.·5·

· · · · · ··           As a San Juan Capistrano resident, former·6·

·traffic commissioner and former large business owner, I'm·7·

·very concerned about the lack of acceptable alternatives·8·

·presented in the South Orange County Reliability·9·

·Enhancement Project Draft EIR.··We've been following the10·

·project for several years and we're relieved to see the11·

·SDG&E proposal to create redundancy by giving us another12·

·230-kV substation and a double-circuit 230-kV13·

·transmission network.··Our communities are growing and a14·

·reliable energy infrastructure is crucial to our quality15·

·of life.16·

· · · · · ··           The EIR as presented does very little to17·

·actually address reliability in South Orange County,18·

·which was the primary objective of the SDG&E proposed19·

·project.··We especially take issue to the No Project20·

·Alternative and the idea that blackouts are an acceptable21·

·solution.22·

· · · · · ··           The July 2013 power outage was a wake-up call23·

·that we must all move quickly to improve the reliability24·

·of our energy infrastructure, upon which our other25·
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·infrastructures -- public safety, water, waste water,·1·

·communications and transportation -- are all dependent.·2·

·We can't wait for years of additional studies and·3·

·property acquisitions that would be required to tie into·4·

·SCE's 230-kV system.··We need reliability and we need it·5·

·now.·6·

· · · · · ··           The best solution to keep the lights on in our·7·

·growing communities was rejected due to temporary·8·

·impacts.··Please consider SDG&E's original project as·9·

·proposed.··If this project is really about improving10·

·reliability in South Orange County, the current11·

·alternatives fall short of accomplishing that objective.12·

·Thank you.13·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Thank you.··It was suggested that,14·

·maybe in the interest of time, we have someone, the15·

·speaker next in line, wait by the podium just to keep16·

·everybody flowing a little bit faster.··So I think we can17·

·go ahead and do that.18·

· · · · · ··           The next speaker will be Jonathan Volzke, and19·

·then the next person after him will be Ricardo Beas.20·

· · ··     JONATHAN VOLZKE:··Good evening.··My name is Jonathan21·

·Volzke.··Like the previous earlier speaker, I also own a22·

·home and live within a stone's throw of the substation.23·

· · · · · ··           A lot of what you're hearing tonight is fear,24·

·frankly, fear from my neighbors, fear from people of EMF,25·
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·fear of change.··In San Juan Capistrano we don't like·1·

·change.··We're a historic town.··I have a fear as well.·2·

·I fear going through a period without electricity as we·3·

·did several years ago when the Arizona incident happened.·4·

· · · · · ··           Being an older town, San Juan Capistrano is·5·

·not prepared for things like that.··Our traffic lights do·6·

·not have backup systems, traffic was a mess.··Being a·7·

·freeway town, we had people getting off the freeway·8·

·trying to get fuel on their way home.··The gas stations·9·

·weren't working without electricity.··I think one of the10·

·problems we're facing here tonight with people who oppose11·

·this has been the reliability that SDG&E has been able to12·

·provide for us in our communities.··We take electricity13·

·for granted, and that incident was a small example of14·

·what can happen without it.··I can't imagine that anyone15·

·thinks it's a good idea that all of the electricity for16·

·South Orange County that powers our hospitals, powers our17·

·homes, powers our traffic system, powers our police18·

·station, comes through one place.19·

· · · · · ··           So I urge you to support this project.··It20·

·will enhance the neighborhood.··SDG&E has agreed to make21·

·improvements to the property.··We need it for reliability22·

·and we need it as soon as possible.··I do want to23·

·disclose also, by the way, that I was able to work with24·

·the project for a couple of years.··So I got to know it25·
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·very well and also got to know and listen to the·1·

·opposition, and as I said, it's fear based not fact·2·

·based.··So thank you.·3·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··The next person in waiting is John·4·

·Gillotti.·5·

· · ··     RICARDO BEAS:··Good evening.··I'm Ricardo Beas, from·6·

·Ricardo's Place Restaurant.·7·

· · · · · ··           I approve and I'm in favor of the project.·8·

· · · · · ··           I would just give you a little scenario in·9·

·which our restaurant goes through when we have a10·

·blackout.··Once we had the computers down, the waiters,11·

·servers are running, asking people to pay cash, and some12·

·people would leave because they don't want to get in13·

·traffic.··We got to look for candles.··So some people14·

·still want to eat.··So we have 45 employees, we have15·

·families that rely that we need electricity.··So it is a16·

·fact that we need electricity.··Our family is behind the17·

·need of that because our community needs other resources18·

·to be a better town.19·

· · · · · ··           So I am in favor.··So that was one scenario20·

·that we went through when we had the blackouts.··And21·

·that's what I'm in charge to do when we face those facts.22·

·So to me it's very crucial that I don't have to worry23·

·about those things.··I already worry about too many24·

·things in business.··I mean, paying the bills is hard.25·
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·So that's the scenario that I think from the business·1·

·world.··So I hope that you guys understand how we feel in·2·

·the business.··So those are the facts.··We need·3·

·electricity.··And I trust that we have a great system in·4·

·which we'll get that.··Thank you.·5·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··John Gillotti.··No?·6·

· · · · · ··           The next speaker will be Kathleen Petersen,·7·

·and the next person up will be Peter Woodfill after that.·8·

· · ··     KATHLEEN PETERSEN:··Good evening, members of the·9·

·CPUC and guests.··I'm Kathleen Petersen, the president of10·

·the homeowners association at Las Brisas.11·

· · · · · ··           Las Brisas is about 40 years old now.··It's12·

·right across the street from the substation.··And the13·

·enhancement project that we are talking about would be14·

·part of the area right there.··Now, we're not saying15·

·don't have reliability.··It can be done other places.··It16·

·doesn't have to be done across the street from a lot of17·

·people.··Okay.18·

· · · · · ··           So the substation was started almost a hundred19·

·years ago.··It was the only open farmland around there at20·

·that time, and then it was upgraded in the 50's, and21·

·there was still no housing there.··So now they're22·

·upgrading it again.··There's thousands of homes.··There's23·

·two schools, parks and all kinds of activities going on24·

·there all the time, and we say, you know, keep the25·
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·reliability but put it somewhere else.··Add it to some·1·

·other substation somewhere in the area or add a new one·2·

·out in the open space south of town.··So it's not that·3·

·we're against electricity.··We just don't want any more·4·

·EMFs or problems in our community.··We have one exception·5·

·here, we'd like to keep the historic building that's·6·

·there.·7·

· · · · · ··           In the letter from the PUC, and you heard this·8·

·again tonight, they first advised us of all the adverse·9·

·environmental impacts, that is traffic, road closures on10·

·Camino Cap, Via Pamplona, and San Diego.··This would be11·

·significant and unavoidable even after feasible12·

·mitigation.··Really?··I mean, you know, this is not13·

·something I'm looking forward to.··Also potentially14·

·significant impacts to aesthetics, biological resources,15·

·hazardous materials, hydrology and water quality, noise,16·

·public service, utilities, et cetera, et cetera.··After17·

·this long list of adverse affects, you want us to believe18·

·with mitigation by the applicant that all of these19·

·effects could be less than significant?20·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Thank you.··That was two minutes.21·

· · ··     KATHLEEN PETERSEN:··We find this to be unacceptable22·

·and we would like to see this moved.··Not to a point that23·

·we don't have electricity, but move it somewhere that's24·

·not populated like the rest of the substations are in25·
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·south county.·1·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Thank you.··The next person on deck·2·

·is Carolyn Caveche.·3·

· · ··     PETER WOODFILL:··Good evening.··My name is Peter·4·

·Woodfill.··My address is 16 Glen -- in Rancho Santa·5·

·Margarita.··I serve as the chair elect for the Board of·6·

·Directors of the South Orange County Economic Coalition.·7·

· · · · · ··           The Economic Coalition is the region's primary·8·

·representative in the business community.··We represent·9·

·companies that are both large and small.··Our board of10·

·directors unanimously supports the San Diego Gas and11·

·Electric South Orange County Reliability Enhancement12·

·Project.13·

· · · · · ··           The staff's idea that the South Orange County14·

·should continue to rely on 50-year-old technology and15·

·simply shed load or suffer blackouts when necessary is16·

·not an acceptable solution.··I would expect the17·

·Commissioners to understand that South Orange County is18·

·no longer a sleepy bedroom community, but, in fact, a19·

·vibrant $25 billion economic power that expects and20·

·demands a reliable system.··We must have this redundancy21·

·without further studies and delays.··Our schools,22·

·businesses, colleges, hospitals, residents, all require23·

·reliable electricity with redundancy built in.··Anything24·

·less is a major threat to public safety and to the25·
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·economic well-being of our region.·1·

· · · · · ··           I have no doubt that the Commissioners will·2·

·stand behind the local community and support the original·3·

·project as drafted and not adopt any of the current·4·

·alternatives in the Draft EIR.·5·

· · · · · ··           Thank you for your attention.·6·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Next person on deck is Beth·7·

·Apodaca.·8·

· · ··     CAROLYN CAVECHE:··Good evening.··My name is Carolyn·9·

·Caveche.··I'm the president and CEO of the Orange County10·

·Taxpayers Association.11·

· · · · · ··           O.C. Tax is the only county-wide organization12·

·that represents taxpayers, ratepayers and businesses on13·

·governmental rate spending and issues.··I very much14·

·appreciate you being here today.··Thank you for your15·

·attention in this matter.16·

· · · · · ··           Power reliability is critical for businesses17·

·and residents throughout the region, and we expect and18·

·have a high expectation that our utilities are going to19·

·maintain and upgrade our infrastructure, but we also20·

·expect our regulatory agencies to review, obviously21·

·mitigate and then approve the needed upgrade project for22·

·this county.23·

· · · · · ··           Now, according to the Draft EIR study, the24·

·proposed project will have no significant environmental25·
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·impacts once the substation is operational.··And while·1·

·there are impacts directly related to construction, it's·2·

·really rare to find a project that doesn't have temporary·3·

·impacts during construction.··I sat in a local city·4·

·council for 12 years.··I don't think I approved one·5·

·project that didn't have temporary impacts during·6·

·construction.·7·

· · · · · ··           Orange County residents have paid through·8·

·their electric bill for projects throughout the state,·9·

·including Northern and Central California.··Now it's our10·

·turn now here in Orange County.··We have an opportunity11·

·to upgrade our own electrical infrastructure that is12·

·badly outdated and we want to see that occur.13·

· · · · · ··           O.C. Tax supports tax and fee-supported14·

·programs that are fair, understandable, cost effective,15·

·and good for the economy.··SDG&E's South O.C. Reliability16·

·Enhancement Project hits the mark on all of the pillars17·

·of our organization.··So therefore I'd like to ask you to18·

·reconsider the project recommendations and approve the19·

·project as proposed.20·

· · · · · ··           Thank you so much for your time.21·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··The next person on deck is I.M.22·

·Byrnes.23·

· · · · · ··           BETH APODACA:··My name is Beth Apodaca.··I'm24·

·here tonight to read a letter from my boss Dr. Marilyn25·
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·David.·1·

· · · · · ··           Age Well Senior Services is a nonprofit,·2·

·public benefit organization based in Laguna Woods·3·

·providing critical program services and resources to·4·

·seniors, primarily in South Orange County since 1975.·5·

·Age Well Senior Services is a leader in providing home·6·

·and community-based services to ensure that seniors can·7·

·stay in their homes longer and maintain the quality of·8·

·life they deserve.··We provide a multitude of services to·9·

·South County senior communities including home delivered10·

·meals, programs and services, at 13 community and senior11·

·center sites, adult day care, and Alzheimer's social day12·

·care, case management and in-home support, transportation13·

·and health and wellness programs.14·

· · · · · ··           Our ability to serve our average base of15·

·10,000 seniors in South Orange County is greatly16·

·dependent upon highly functioning infrastructure.17·

·Without access to reliable power we are unable to care18·

·for the residents that depend upon us to continue to19·

·thrive in their own homes.··Without power, every single20·

·service that we provide is at risk and our customers are21·

·left vulnerable at a time when they most need our help.22·

·Lack of safe and reliable power presents a serious risk23·

·to the public health and safety.··We cannot fathom how24·

·the CPUC staff arrived at the conclusion that blackouts25·
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·were an acceptable solution for south county residents.·1·

· · · · · ··           Please approve SDG&E's plan as submitted.·2·

·Thank you.·3·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Thank you.··The next person is Marc·4·

·Serna.·5·

· · ··     ILSE BYRNES:··Good evening.··I'm Ilse Byrnes.··I'm a·6·

·historian.··As you know, San Juan Capistrano is the·7·

·historic town all around, and it's not just the Mission.·8·

·It is many of the other sites that are on the national·9·

·register of historic places.10·

· · · · · ··           The substation, as it is now, mainly qualifies11·

·to be on the register too since it is close to 100 years12·

·old; therefore, it has to be saved because having it13·

·there as a new monster does not fit into the historic14·

·town that we have; therefore, I urge that it would be15·

·placed somewhere else and keep the substation as is,16·

·restore it, make it an office building, a museum,17·

·something like that that fits in the environment, but18·

·that proposed subject, proposed building as it is now19·

·does not fit to San Juan's historic sites.··Thank you.20·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Next person on deck is Tommy21·

·Nelson.22·

· · ··     MARC SERNA:··Good evening.··My name is Marc Serna.23·

·I am the director of engineering and operations with24·

·Moulton Niguel Water District.25·
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· · · · · ··           Moulton Niguel Water District is a retail·1·

·agency, retail water agency that serves 170,000 customers·2·

·in South Orange County.··Electrical reliability is·3·

·extremely important for the distribution and conveyance·4·

·of water through our system.··It's also important for the·5·

·safe maintenance of our waste water system, which has a·6·

·direct effect on the environment as well as the public·7·

·health of our community.··Of course we have backup·8·

·generators to support our facility operations, but those·9·

·should be used primarily for emergencies and not as a10·

·substitute for the needed investments in infrastructure.11·

· · · · · ··           It is important for our utilities to who have12·

·redundancies built into their infrastructure to ensure13·

·reliability for our customers.··Moulton Niguel14·

·understands and appreciates the concern over the15·

·temporary environmental impacts that will occur during16·

·construction but encourage the Commissioners to consider17·

·that these impacts are temporary and are outweighed by18·

·the long term benefits of electrical reliability for the19·

·region.··Thank you.20·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Thank you.··The next person on deck21·

·is Richard Stein.22·

· · ··     TOMMY NELSON:··First, I'd like to encourage everyone23·

·to read both the approved long-term transmission plan as24·

·well as the California Public Utilities Commission recent25·
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·decision that was dated in 2014, January.·1·

· · · · · ··           Any time a line is being shown as·2·

·reconductored, as in some of the alternatives in this·3·

·project, it's already approved in the case of a long-term·4·

·transmission line.··So that shouldn't even be considered·5·

·as an alternative.··That's not a less than significant·6·

·alternative.··The No Project Alternative is not a less·7·

·than significant alternative.·8·

· · · · · ··           We have a historic building downtown.··We·9·

·should be protecting that.··It should have been part of10·

·the studied impacts that it was a historic building or is11·

·a historic building.12·

· · · · · ··           Advance notice is not mitigation.··When you13·

·talk about there being advanced notice for the traffic14·

·impact, that's not mitigating the problem.··We don't have15·

·a way to route around the problem.··You're looking for16·

·comments specifically on the EIR.··That is not mitigation17·

·for the problem.18·

· · · · · ··           I would just also say that the powerful19·

·analysis, that I'm sure PUC has done on this, should have20·

·been included in the EIR because the M minus 1 and M21·

·minus 1 contingencies don't have to include the22·

·Capistrano Substation.··It could have been studied as a23·

·result of the Talega, prior substation at the dump, or24·

·the proposed expansion of the substation at Rancho25·
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·Mission Viejo.··Those are the alternatives that should·1·

·really be considered.·2·

· · · · · ··           And one more thing, just the Arizona outage·3·

·from a couple of years ago that was mentioned earlier,·4·

·that had nothing to do with anything downstream.··That·5·

·was the Hassayampa line coming in from Arizona.··It was a·6·

·blown transformer, yeah, there were gas stations out·7·

·everywhere, but it was also out in San Diego.··That would·8·

·have had nothing to do with anything downstream of San·9·

·Juan.10·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Next person on deck is Joshua Host.11·

· · ··     RICHARD STEIN:··Hi, I'm Richard Stein.··I'm a12·

·25-year-long resident of San Juan Capistrano, and I'm13·

·generally a no-growth or slow-growth person, and I have14·

·also led campaigns to save historic buildings; so please15·

·keep that in mind when listening to my remarks.16·

· · · · · ··           30 years ago I built my own computer and it17·

·had a 256 K floppy drive and that was state of the art at18·

·the time.··And then around 1998 or '99 I got onto AOL and19·

·I had to have a dial-up modem in order to get onto the20·

·Internet and get my e-mail, and that was state of the art21·

·at the time.··Well, what we have in the substation is22·

·actually older than me, and look at my gray hair.··So23·

·it's 1950, 60-year-old technology that is obsolete and24·

·that absolutely has to be upgraded as part of this.25·
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· · · · · ··           You know, I think the building is not exactly,·1·

·you know, one of the greatest architectural magnificent·2·

·pieces to be saved.··We have many more wonderful·3·

·buildings in San Juan that we should really be focusing·4·

·attention on and ensuring that nothing ever happens to·5·

·them.·6·

· · · · · ··           You know, when I was in high school I moved·7·

·into a town that was a farm town in Connecticut, and I·8·

·remember that some houses were built after a while.··It·9·

·was a little airstrip there and there were all these10·

·dairy cows around.··After these people moved in next to11·

·dairy farms and next to an airport, they started to12·

·agitate that they wanted the airport kicked out and they13·

·wanted the dairy cows kicked out because they smelled.14·

·You know when you move into a community and you have15·

·certain surroundings, you know, you do it knowingly.··And16·

·I would not want to live next to a substation, even as it17·

·is today.··I'm sorry, but, you know, I didn't -- I made a18·

·choice not to.··So anyway, thank you very much.19·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Joshua Host.··The next person on20·

·deck is Dawn Fusco.21·

· · · · · ··           Then the next person on deck would be Jeff --22·

·starts with a B.23·

· · ··     JOSHUA HOST:··Good afternoon.··My name is Joshua24·

·Host.··I live at 28471 Via Ordaz in San Juan Capistrano.25·
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·I just ask that you bear with me.··Unfortunately, my·1·

·sleepy coach fell asleep; so I'm going to have to wing·2·

·this one.·3·

· · · · · ··           So I live and work in San Juan Capistrano and·4·

·fully support the reliability to keep our economy strong·5·

·and our community safe.··I work in both housing and·6·

·commercial development projects and recognize that most·7·

·construction projects will have temporary environmental·8·

·impacts, impacts that go away once the project is·9·

·completed.··This SDG&E project is no different.··The10·

·science shows that once the project is built, many of the11·

·impacts will go away.12·

· · · · · ··           I encourage the CPUC to approve SDG&E's13·

·proposed project and reject staffs recommendation of14·

·restarting the permitting clock on a speculative,15·

·unproven and untested potential site near the landfill.16·

·The alternative site may not even meet the basic17·

·geotechnical requirements and the analysis, the18·

·application EIR process, will likely take more than a19·

·decade.20·

· · · · · ··           We need power reliability and we need it now.21·

·Please approve SDG&E's project as proposed.··Thank you.22·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··The next person on deck will be23·

·Greg Raths.24·

· · · ·      JEFF BODEN:··Good evening.··My name is Jeff and I'm25·
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·a San Clemente resident and I work also in the city of·1·

·San Juan Capistrano all the time.··I thank you for your·2·

·time tonight.·3·

· · · · · ··           I also wanted to speak in full support of the·4·

·SOCRE project with the emphasis of the need for not only·5·

·reliability but redundancy.··I was more than disappointed·6·

·when I saw that the decision for the No Project was the·7·

·prevailing one, to me that's just kicking the can down·8·

·the road.··It doesn't prepare for the future.·9·

· · · · · ··           We live in a very populated area that is home10·

·to kids who grow up, stay here and have families of their11·

·own.··They don't move away.··It's a very unique place12·

·that you don't see anywhere else.··We're a tourist mecca,13·

·the Mission San Juan Capistrano, further south is San14·

·Diego.··We have got to prepare and have adequate power to15·

·accommodate all of this.··It's not just for quality of16·

·life.··It's a huge impact to business and the economy,17·

·and to me I am shocked that it is acceptable that an18·

·outage is okay, that it's actually part of the decision.19·

· · · · · ··           And this -- this is America.··We have the20·

·best -- we should have the best infrastructure, and21·

·anything less than that, to me is unacceptable that we22·

·would actually think of that as an acceptable alternative23·

·to have a planned outage.··But we do need to plan for our24·

·growth and quality of life for our neighborhoods.··As the25·
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·other speaker said, the other alternates we don't even·1·

·know if they're feasible.··It could take a decade or more·2·

·to see if they are feasible, and as we all know, that·3·

·always makes the price of the project escalate too.··And·4·

·then what happens if it doesn't work out and it's not·5·

·feasible?··We start over again and we have no redundancy·6·

·or reliability.··Thank you very much.·7·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··The next person on deck is Randy·8·

·Lubert.·9·

· · ··     GREG RATHS:··My name is Greg Raths.··I sit on city10·

·council in the city of Mission Viejo.··I'm the mayor pro11·

·tem, and as the city official it is my responsibility to12·

·the citizens and the residents that receive power from13·

·San Diego Gas and Electric that the power comes on a14·

·reliable basis, not just power but the other utilities.15·

· · · · · ··           I've been briefed twice on this project, both16·

·by San Diego Gas and Electric, and I'm no expert on kVs17·

·and 135s and 248s, but one thing I just want to get18·

·across, my brother is.··He spent 40 years with Arizona19·

·Public Service Central Arizona project in Arizona.··He20·

·worked the power lines for over 40 years until he got21·

·into management.··And I said, "Will you please look at22·

·this for me and tell me what you think if it's safe as a23·

·reliable source of power."··And he gave me a thumbs up.24·

·I do understand the residents of San Juan Capistrano "not25·
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·in my back yard" type of thing.·1·

· · · · · ··           I was a Marine for 30 years and I was a·2·

·fighter pilot at El Toro.··El Toro used to be in the·3·

·middle of nowhere, a bunch of orange groves.··Finally, it·4·

·got encroached, encroached, to a point where they·5·

·squeezed us out and threw us down to Miramar.··It took·6·

·over $2 billion to get Miramar up to speed to handle the·7·

·necessary jet traffic.··And look at El Toro right now.·8·

·I'm just using this as an analogy how we're forced out.·9·

· · · · · ··           I think if you really upgrade this plan here10·

·and the structure of the way it's going to look, I think11·

·it will just be fine.··I do realize it's going to be12·

·taking a lot of inconvenience of traffic and pollution,13·

·but I am in favor.··And it's easier to say that because I14·

·live in Mission Viejo, but I am in favor of the proposed15·

·project.··Thank you.16·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Thank you.··The next person on deck17·

·is Ryan Caster.18·

· · ··     RANDY LUBERT:··Good evening.··My name is Randy19·

·Lubert.··I live in the Las Brisas area of San Juan20·

·Capistrano.··By the way, thank you very much for hosting21·

·this, very much appreciated.22·

· · · · · ··           Our homeowners association, of which I'm a23·

·member of, we are right -- we are directly adjacent to24·

·the project, and I have not yet met a homeowner that is25·
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·not very, very concerned about this project.··And yeah,·1·

·some of them are a little afraid of it, there's no·2·

·question about it.··They are very concerned about the·3·

·mess that it's going to create.··And if you've ever·4·

·driven down Camino Capistrano on a Saturday during the·5·

·summertime, you will get a real appreciation of what·6·

·traffic is all about.··That's just one part of it.··There·7·

·are the health issues that they are very concerned about,·8·

·and also the possible effect of their home property·9·

·values.10·

· · · · · ··           My feeling is, this is a project that should11·

·be moved to another location, maybe farther to the ranch12·

·area where it can better support that community.··So13·

·that's all I have to say.··Thank you very much for14·

·coming.15·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Thank you.··The next person on deck16·

·Lanette Faulkner.17·

· · ··     RYAN CARTER:··Good evening.··My name is Ryan Carter18·

·and I'm here this evening as the representative of19·

·Capistrano Unified School District.20·

· · · · · ··           The District very much appreciates the21·

·opportunity to comment and work with the CPUC and San22·

·Diego Gas & Electric in this development stage of this23·

·project.··The District, however, does have some concerns24·

·with respect to the project relative to those locations25·
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·nearest at schools.··Based on our review, it would appear·1·

·that four of the District schools are in close proximity·2·

·to the existing project, those being San Juan Hills High·3·

·School, Ambuehl Elementary School and Vista Del Mar·4·

·Elementary and Middle Schools.··With respect to all four·5·

·of these schools, but in particular San Juan Hills High·6·

·School, the District believes additional information and·7·

·mitigation needs to be included within the EIR to address·8·

·the project's compliance with the power line setback·9·

·requirements mandated by the California Department of10·

·Education for school sites.11·

· · · · · ··           The planning of the dual 230-kilovolt power12·

·lines must be such that the easement right-of-way is of13·

·sufficient distance from the school property to avoid14·

·conflicts.··Additionally, also with respect to San Juan15·

·Hills High School, the District has concerns over the16·

·proposed partial closure of Vista Montana during the17·

·construction phase of the project.··If such closures are18·

·permitted to occur on days when school is in session, a19·

·traffic nightmare will result as 2200 students, plus20·

·necessary teachers and staff, all attempt to get to and21·

·later leave the school on a partially closed primary22·

·access route.23·

· · · · · ··           The District believes that the EIR should24·

·include specific mitigation to limit closures at that25·
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·location to non-school days, whether it be during summer,·1·

·winter or spring vacations or other school holidays.·2·

· · · · · ··           The District intends to submit these comments·3·

·in greater detail and in writing to the CPUC.··If,·4·

·however, in the interim, the CPUC or San Diego Gas and·5·

·Electric wish to discuss these with the District,·6·

·certainly do not hesitate to let us know and the District·7·

·is more than happy to work with you to ensure that this·8·

·project is planned for a way that is best for the·9·

·community and our students.··Thank you.10·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Thank you.··The next person on deck11·

·is Carolyn Franks.12·

· · ··     LANETTE FAULKNER:··Good evening all.··My name is13·

·Lanette Faulkner.··I'm the director of engineering at14·

·facilities for Mission Hospital Mission Viejo and Laguna15·

·Beach.16·

· · · · · ··           Mission Hospital has served South Orange17·

·County communities for more than 40 years.··We have two18·

·main hospital facilities in Mission Viejo and Laguna19·

·Beach.··Our Mission Viejo facility is home to the20·

·region's only designated trauma center, offering 24-hour21·

·emergency care and specialized services for imaging,22·

·heart, stroke, maternity, and women's wellness needs.23·

·CHOC Children's Hospital at Mission Hospital in Mission24·

·Viejo is the only dedicated pediatric hospital in South25·
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·Orange County.··Mission Hospital Laguna Beach offers·1·

·24-hour emergency, intensive, and medical surgical care,·2·

·as well as the South Orange County's Behavioral Health·3·

·Unit Services Department.·4·

· · · · · ··           As you can imagine, Mission Hospital's ability·5·

·to provide proper care to its patients is critically·6·

·dependent upon the reliable energy infrastructure.··It is·7·

·not enough to have a single backup plan, rather, multiple·8·

·redundancies are crucial for any major health care·9·

·facility.··Even with our highly sophisticated backup10·

·generator systems, we are bound by limitations with the11·

·amount of time we can test our generators.··And failures12·

·have occurred during regional power emergencies.··For13·

·that reason it is even more critical that our region have14·

·a safe, reliable and redundant energy system, and not15·

·rely on a single substation as transmission16·

·infrastructure.17·

· · · · · ··           I'm not going to continue on to read through18·

·the letter.··My time is short.··But let's suffice it to19·

·say that we support the SDG&E plan as proposed and we20·

·respectfully ask all to consider moving forward with the21·

·plan immediately.··Thank you.22·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Next person on deck is Ross Chun.23·

· · · · · ··           Carolyn Franks, you're up.24·

· · ··     CAROLYN FRANKS:··My name is Carolyn Franks, and I am25·
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·the owner of Zoomars petting zoo here in San Juan·1·

·Capistrano.·2·

· · · · · ··           As a business owner, I am highly dependent on·3·

·a reliable energy South Orange County for our day-to-day·4·

·operations.··We cannot afford to have our power·5·

·unexpectedly shut off.··Yet having our power shut off is·6·

·exactly what CPUC staff recommends should the current·7·

·system not be able to keep up with the growing demands.·8·

·This is not an acceptable solution.··A loss of power·9·

·would negatively impact my business in more ways than10·

·one, from possibly forcing me to shut my doors, to11·

·putting my property at risk through lack of proper12·

·lighting or other tools that are dependent on electricity13·

·to function.14·

· · · · · ··           For these reasons I support SDG&E's proposed15·

·South Orange County Reliability Enhancement Project and I16·

·urge you to support it as well.··Thank you.17·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Thank you.··The next person on deck18·

·is Charlie View.19·

· · · ·      ROSS CHUN:··Good evening.··My name is Ross Chun.··I20·

·am a council member from the city of Aliso Viejo.21·

· · · · · ··           I was happy to also see another elected22·

·official, mayor pro tem from Mission Viejo, because I23·

·think it illustrates an important point that an24·

·interruption in service or lack of reliability is far-25·
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·and wide-reaching.··It's not just in this community.··We·1·

·recognize that during construction there are some·2·

·concerns that will be temporary; but I'd like to say that·3·

·at our last council meeting our city council voted·4·

·unanimously to support this project, and I personally, as·5·

·a resident of South Orange County, support this project,·6·

·and we would like to urge the approval of the South·7·

·Orange County Reliability Enhancement project as it is·8·

·proposed by SDG&E.··Thank you very much.·9·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··The next person on deck is Bryan10·

·Starr.11·

· · ··     CHARLIE VIEW:··Good evening.··I'm Charlie View,12·

·Development Services Director for the city of San Juan13·

·Capistrano.··I was asked to speak on behalf of city14·

·council.··First, I'd like to thank you for holding this15·

·meeting in the city of San Juan Capistrano so our16·

·residents can be informed about this project.··It is17·

·important to talk about both things.18·

· · · · · ··           First, and foremost, the city does support19·

·reliability and redundancy.··We think that's important.20·

·We do not believe this is an either/or situation.··We're21·

·a little disappointed to hear about not getting the22·

·additional time to review the EIR.··We think that's23·

·important in terms of understanding and avoiding fear.24·

·We believe that the project alternative requires25·
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·additional study.··We understand that the preservation of·1·

·the substation is a visible representation or desire.··We·2·

·also support the concerns of the community regarding·3·

·health, the well-being of our community, archaeological·4·

·concerns and protection of the environment.·5·

· · · · · ··           We believe the alternatives, including C1·6·

·which is identified as environmentally superior, need·7·

·additional study.··We understand that, procedurally, the·8·

·Public Utilities Commission is obligated to pick·9·

·environmentally superior alternatives unless they're10·

·proven to be unfeasible.··As was discussed earlier,11·

·there's also options regarding Rancho Mission Viejo and12·

·the landfill that have not fully been explored.··Simply13·

·put, the 230-kV improvements at the San Juan Capistrano14·

·Substation would be incredibly impactful to the15·

·community, and we believe are not necessary.··We do16·

·support looking at these alternatives.17·

· · · · · ··           Some of the areas of analysis in the EIR that18·

·we are concerned about include those of aesthetics.19·

·There's a 45-foot building.··Landscape screening at the20·

·street might address those issues.··As I mentioned, the21·

·project alternatives, the hazards considerations of EMFs,22·

·in particular, with the residents nearby, the cultural23·

·resources, specifically the substation building.24·

· · · · · ··           So in conclusion, the city does appreciate the25·
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·opportunity to express our concerns.··We will provide·1·

·written comments to EIR.··We do look forward to working·2·

·with SDG&E and the California Public Utilities Commission·3·

·to identify the best option for reliability and·4·

·redundancy to serve the South Orange County community·5·

·while addressing the concerns of the local community.·6·

·Thank you very much.·7·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Thank you.··The next person on deck·8·

·is Rita Tayenaka.·9·

· · · · · ··           BRYAN STARR:··Good evening.··My name is Bryan10·

·Starr.··I'm the senior vice president of the Orange11·

·County Business Council.··The council represents more12·

·than 300 of the largest employers in the region and the13·

·state.14·

· · · · · ··           Orange County is the sixth largest county in15·

·the United States.··More than 300,000 of Orange County's16·

·residents and countless businesses, large and small, are17·

·located in SDG&E's service territory in South Orange18·

·County.··These residents, tourists, businesses,19·

·customers, clients and employers all require reliable20·

·power.··This project is critical for the economic health21·

·of the region and the ability for businesses in the area22·

·to prosper.··Clearly the No Project Alternative would not23·

·meet the purpose and the need of the project which is to24·

·provide redundant power transmission system to the25·
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· · ··     PAM PATTERSON:··Pam Patterson.··I'm speaking as a·1·

·resident of San Juan Capistrano.··I just want to discuss·2·

·again Mission Hospital being here talking in favor of·3·

·this and just ignoring the health risks for the children·4·

·of our community.··So I think that next time, you know,·5·

·you're tempted to donate money to Mission Hospital, you·6·

·might want to donate it to pediatric cancer instead.·7·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Before anybody else comes up to·8·

·speak, can we get a tally of everybody who will want to·9·

·speak so I can distribute the time evenly.10·

· · · · · ··           Two more people, three more people.··Okay.11·

· · · · · ··           We have just over 10 minutes left.··So we'll12·

·give you each three more minutes.··And, please, remember13·

·to restate your name when you come back up to the14·

·microphone.15·

· · ··     CHARLIE VIEW:··Charlie View, Director for the city16·

·speaking on behalf of the city of San Juan Capistrano.17·

· · · · · ··           One thing we didn't see in the EIR18·

·alternatives that we'll also be asking about is whether19·

·the Carlsbad "Peaker" station was included in terms of20·

·reliability and redundancy.··We understand that's a21·

·significant consideration.··We ask if that was included22·

·in the analysis or not.··Thank you.23·

· · ··     RHEN KOHAN:· ·My name is Rhen Kohan.··Yes, I come24·

·off emotional and upset, but I am not saying I don't want25·
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·opportunity to express our concerns.··We will provide·1·

·written comments to EIR.··We do look forward to working·2·

·with SDG&E and the California Public Utilities Commission·3·

·to identify the best option for reliability and·4·

·redundancy to serve the South Orange County community·5·

·while addressing the concerns of the local community.·6·

·Thank you very much.·7·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Thank you.··The next person on deck·8·

·is Rita Tayenaka.·9·

· · · · · ··           BRYAN STARR:··Good evening.··My name is Bryan10·

·Starr.··I'm the senior vice president of the Orange11·

·County Business Council.··The council represents more12·

·than 300 of the largest employers in the region and the13·

·state.14·

· · · · · ··           Orange County is the sixth largest county in15·

·the United States.··More than 300,000 of Orange County's16·

·residents and countless businesses, large and small, are17·

·located in SDG&E's service territory in South Orange18·

·County.··These residents, tourists, businesses,19·

·customers, clients and employers all require reliable20·

·power.··This project is critical for the economic health21·

·of the region and the ability for businesses in the area22·

·to prosper.··Clearly the No Project Alternative would not23·

·meet the purpose and the need of the project which is to24·

·provide redundant power transmission system to the25·
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·300,000 residents and businesses in South Orange County·1·

·in a timely fashion.·2·

· · · · · ··           We encourage the CPUC to allow SDG&E to·3·

·rebuild the outdated 138,000 volt substation in San Juan·4·

·Capistrano and build a second 230,000 volt substation·5·

·that would ensure the power will remain on if something·6·

·happens to the Talega Substation.·7·

· · · · · ··           Please approve SDG&E's proposed project.·8·

·Thank you.·9·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Thank you.··The next person on deck10·

·is Dominic Bentall.11·

· · ··     RITA TAYENAKA:··My name is Rita Tayenaka.··I'm the12·

·2015 president of the Orange County Association of13·

·Realtors.14·

· · · · · ··           The Orange County Association of Realtors is15·

·the second largest realtor association in California with16·

·nearly 15,000 members.··We provide services and resources17·

·to licensed real estate salespeople, brokers, appraisers,18·

·mortgage, title and escrow.··OCAR Members help thousands19·

·of families each year find their dream home in South20·

·Orange County.··As you might imagine, our members place a21·

·great deal of value in the quality of neighborhood22·

·infrastructure, including those for gas and electricity.23·

·Both impact our quality of life.24·

· · · · · ··           As you may know, we have lost a major local25·
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·power source with San Onofre Nuclear Generation Station,·1·

·and so it's incumbent that we take steps to meet growing·2·

·demands for energy.··We encourage the CPUC to give South·3·

·Orange County a solution to upgrading our infrastructure·4·

·using the most modern transmission and distribution·5·

·equipment.··Like a home, our energy infrastructure is an·6·

·investment that must be properly maintained and cared·7·

·for.··South Orange County deserves a redundant reliable·8·

·system as enjoyed by other urban communities.·9·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Thank you.··The next person on deck10·

·is Ann Ronan.11·

· · · ·      DOMINIC BENTALL:··My name is Dominic Bentall and I12·

·also live in the community Las Brisas.13·

· · · · · ··           The other night we were discussing, some of14·

·the members of the community and myself, why the civil15·

·project in Chino Hills was shut down, eventually, even16·

·after they actually started erecting the pylons and17·

·things.··We didn't have the answers.··So I reached out to18·

·some of my friends in Chino Hills.··I've got some19·

·business acquaintances there.··And he looked into it, and20·

·he came back to me with quite sort of a painful truth,21·

·actually.22·

· · · · · ··           He said, "Dominic, they did try to get away23·

·with it."··He said, "The trouble was, they were building24·

·these lines over people's houses who were predominantly25·
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·50 percent white, 30 percent Asian, with a medium income·1·

·of over $100,000 a year."··And he said, "Dominic, I've·2·

·seen your neighborhood.··It's predominantly Hispanic, and·3·

·SDG&E thinks they can get away with it much more easily·4·

·than they could in Chino Hills."··He said, "By God·5·

·they're going to try.··You guys need to stand up to them·6·

·the way they did out here in Chino."·7·

· · · · · ··           This is a very interesting scenario, I think,·8·

·and it's slightly more painful than all these pretty·9·

·little scenarios we've had, but that's basically what's10·

·going on here.··They think they can run rough shoulders11·

·over us because our community can't afford to fight them.12·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··The next person on deck is James13·

·O'Brian.14·

· · ··     ANN RONAN:··Hello, my name is Ann Ronan.··I am the15·

·co-chair of the Citizens for Safe and Reliable Power.··We16·

·are an all-volunteer community organization formed about17·

·four years ago when we learned about the SDG&E project.18·

·Our organization is made up of residents from San Juan19·

·Capistrano and San Clemente, as well as businesses20·

·throughout the region, environmental groups, taxpayer21·

·advocates, and more.22·

· · · · · ··           The entire South Orange County region lost23·

·power in July of 2013.··This outage could have been24·

·prevented by this project.··On behalf of the hundreds of25·
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·members of our organization, I ask that you fulfill your·1·

·mission to permit projects that will provide safe and·2·

·reliable power.··Please approve this reliability project.·3·

·Thank you.·4·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··The next person on deck is Pam·5·

·Patterson.·6·

· · ··     JAMES O'BRIAN:··Hi everyone.··James O'Brian.··I live·7·

·in the neighborhood.·8·

· · · · · ··           I'm not hearing a whole lot about the health·9·

·of the community first.··Major concerns about EMFs,10·

·especially with my eight-year-old daughter who has been11·

·fighting brain cancer for the last two years.12·

· · · · · ··           You measure EMFs with a gaussmeter, and we13·

·bought one and have been in the neighborhood getting14·

·numbers.··I live right here, across the street.··Average15·

·household, 1.5 milligauss.··Inside my house it's 1016·

·milligauss.··In the front yard it's 20 milligauss.··As I17·

·walk up the street here, it gets to 20.··By the time I18·

·get to this corner, it's at 50.··Across the street next19·

·to it, it's completely off the gage.··So major concerns.20·

· · · · · ··           Substations don't belong in communities.21·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Thank you.··Next person on deck is22·

·Joe Hickey.23·

· · ··     PAM PATTERSON:··Pam Patterson speaking as a resident24·

·of San Juan Capistrano.··So I'm an attorney.··I represent25·
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·children with disabilities.·1·

· · · · · ··           And my take on the PUC is that they·2·

·overwhelmingly favor the utilities.··I filed a complaint·3·

·with the PUC against Cox Communications who had blatantly·4·

·violated the law.··PUC was supposed to be investigating·5·

·these things came back to me and said, "They said they·6·

·didn't do it."··Well, what the heck do you think they're·7·

·going to say.··You can actually pay anybody to say·8·

·anything, and that's what I believe this EIR is about.·9·

·They're putting money above the health of our residents,10·

·and I actually think it's ironic that Mission Hospital11·

·got up here in favor of this.12·

· · · · · ··           There are other alternatives.··You can13·

·directly connect the Talega Substation to the Rancho14·

·Mission Viejo Substation which is a more powerful line.15·

·There is nothing, there is no housing there; so it makes16·

·it really easy to put it all underground, and then the17·

·EMFs are drastically reduced in that situation.··But for18·

·whatever reason, they don't want to do that.··And again19·

·they're putting money and convenience, and whatever their20·

·little agenda is, above the health of the residents.··And21·

·I actually think -- you know, I don't even know what to22·

·say about the fact that council members from Aliso Viejo23·

·and Mission Viejo are getting up here.··Yeah, obviously,24·

·it's not in their back yard, and they really don't care25·
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·about the health of their neighbors; so we'll keep that·1·

·in mind in the future.·2·

· · · · · ··           So I've had a lot of experience doing·3·

·administrative hearings.··And my experience with ALJ,·4·

·Administrative Law Judges, No. 1, it's a misnomer.··A·5·

·judge works for the judicial branch of government.··These·6·

·guys are glorified hearing officers who work for the·7·

·executive branch of government and they rule.··They're·8·

·being paid to rule in favor of the State's position.··So·9·

·it's going to be a kangaroo court.··That's what I've10·

·gotten every time I'm in front of an Administrative Law11·

·Judge.12·

· · · · · ··           So what we need to do is understand that we13·

·need to do everything to fight this.··And I mean14·

·everything.··So San Juan Capistrano--15·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Sorry --16·

· · ··     PAM PATTERSON:··-- did a fabulous job in the last17·

·election, and the two referendums that we got passed, and18·

·knocked out some big inappropriate development in town.19·

·And we can do it again, but we need to fight the fight.20·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Joe Hickey.21·

· · ··     JOE HICKEY:··Thank you.··My name is Joe Hickey.··I22·

·am also a resident of Las Brisas, and a member of23·

·southern county, South Orange County business community.24·

· · · · · ··           Obviously, I don't think there's anyone here25·
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· · ··     PAM PATTERSON:··Pam Patterson.··I'm speaking as a·1·

·resident of San Juan Capistrano.··I just want to discuss·2·

·again Mission Hospital being here talking in favor of·3·

·this and just ignoring the health risks for the children·4·

·of our community.··So I think that next time, you know,·5·

·you're tempted to donate money to Mission Hospital, you·6·

·might want to donate it to pediatric cancer instead.·7·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Before anybody else comes up to·8·

·speak, can we get a tally of everybody who will want to·9·

·speak so I can distribute the time evenly.10·

· · · · · ··           Two more people, three more people.··Okay.11·

· · · · · ··           We have just over 10 minutes left.··So we'll12·

·give you each three more minutes.··And, please, remember13·

·to restate your name when you come back up to the14·

·microphone.15·

· · ··     CHARLIE VIEW:··Charlie View, Director for the city16·

·speaking on behalf of the city of San Juan Capistrano.17·

· · · · · ··           One thing we didn't see in the EIR18·

·alternatives that we'll also be asking about is whether19·

·the Carlsbad "Peaker" station was included in terms of20·

·reliability and redundancy.··We understand that's a21·

·significant consideration.··We ask if that was included22·

·in the analysis or not.··Thank you.23·

· · ··     RHEN KOHAN:· ·My name is Rhen Kohan.··Yes, I come24·

·off emotional and upset, but I am not saying I don't want25·
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·about the health of their neighbors; so we'll keep that·1·

·in mind in the future.·2·

· · · · · ··           So I've had a lot of experience doing·3·

·administrative hearings.··And my experience with ALJ,·4·

·Administrative Law Judges, No. 1, it's a misnomer.··A·5·

·judge works for the judicial branch of government.··These·6·

·guys are glorified hearing officers who work for the·7·

·executive branch of government and they rule.··They're·8·

·being paid to rule in favor of the State's position.··So·9·

·it's going to be a kangaroo court.··That's what I've10·

·gotten every time I'm in front of an Administrative Law11·

·Judge.12·

· · · · · ··           So what we need to do is understand that we13·

·need to do everything to fight this.··And I mean14·

·everything.··So San Juan Capistrano--15·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Sorry --16·

· · ··     PAM PATTERSON:··-- did a fabulous job in the last17·

·election, and the two referendums that we got passed, and18·

·knocked out some big inappropriate development in town.19·

·And we can do it again, but we need to fight the fight.20·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Joe Hickey.21·

· · ··     JOE HICKEY:··Thank you.··My name is Joe Hickey.··I22·

·am also a resident of Las Brisas, and a member of23·

·southern county, South Orange County business community.24·

· · · · · ··           Obviously, I don't think there's anyone here25·
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·who really objects to upgrading the system to provide the·1·

·redundancy that is required for progress, et cetera,·2·

·et cetera.··I think more the point is how it's going to·3·

·be achieved.··I think the people that spoke are in·4·

·opposition for the location of the power plant for varied·5·

·reasons.··It's a listed building that we -- you can't·6·

·deny -- undeniable impacts to traffic through San Juan.·7·

·The wider business community concerns, everyone wants to·8·

·make money.··Everyone wants a stable power supply.··What·9·

·we're discussing here is the upgrade of a very old10·

·installation.··One was built out by San Antonio and11·

·Ortega over on the other side of the freeway, away from12·

·residences, further from schools.13·

· · · · · ··           I would urge those that I can to consider more14·

·fully an alternative location for the upgrade to the15·

·infrastructure of the power supply, specifically, away16·

·from residents and places where children are growing, and17·

·let's provide the power we need into the future but let's18·

·not forget that -- we need to make money, sure.··We need19·

·reliability, sure.··But our children need to be safe and20·

·free from things that might harm them.··Thank you very21·

·much for your time.22·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··We have about 20 minutes left in23·

·our meeting.··Is there anybody who would like additional24·

·time to speak, if so, please raise your hand.25·
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·and incorporate the Rancho Mission Viejo Substation out·1·

·there.··Please do that and think of our community.··You·2·

·just can't go ahead and not think about our community.·3·

·We're there.··We're captives.··Come on.··Thank you.·4·

· · ··     MR. BARNSDALE:··Thank you.··Thank you.··We·5·

·appreciate it.·6·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··I would like to remind everybody,·7·

·out of respect for all the people who would like to speak·8·

·tonight, to please let's try to keep that two-minute·9·

·time.10·

· · · · · ··           The next speaker will be Wayne Brown.11·

· · ··     WAYNE BROWN:··Good evening.··My name is Wayne Brown.12·

·I am the government relation manager for the South Orange13·

·County Economic Coalition.14·

· · · · · ··           The South Orange County Economic Coalition15·

·represents some of the largest employers in the region.16·

·In all, south county businesses generate $25 billion in17·

·revenue each year.··That fact is detailed in this report18·

·produced by Saddleback College and the Economic19·

·Coalition.··We are not talking about a bedroom community,20·

·as some would think, but a region that is one of the21·

·crucial economic drivers of this county.22·

· · · · · ··           The lack of safe and reliable electrical23·

·system is a major barrier to attracting and growing24·

·businesses in south county.··Our members are gravely25·
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·concerned about the lack of redundancy in the region.··If·1·

·the Talega station goes down, south county goes dark.·2·

·Companies in the region are understandably concerned·3·

·about the No Project Alternative as well as·4·

·reconstructuring and other measures that don't give us·5·

·redundancy.·6·

· · · · · ··           The economic losses from a blackout can be·7·

·staggering, not to mention the tremendous negative·8·

·impacts on public safety and other infrastructure,·9·

·transportation, water and waste water, communications,10·

·it's all over if we're in a blackout.··I would not11·

·imagine that you would ask Los Angeles or San Diego to12·

·simply shed load or shed down or shut down their power13·

·instead of upgrading their electrical transmission14·

·infrastructure.15·

· · · · · ··           South Orange County needs the reliability and16·

·redundancy to support its economic infrastructure and17·

·quality of life for its residents.··Our board companies18·

·also disagree that a proper solution is to go through the19·

·added time and expense of connecting to the SCE System.20·

·These delays are not acceptable, and ratepayers are21·

·certain to bear the higher cost.··We deserve the same22·

·level of redundancy enjoyed by other urban areas.23·

· · · · · ··           Please do not approve any of the alternatives24·

·identified in the Draft EIR, and approve SDG&E's plan for25·
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·a new 230-kV substation in San Juan Capistrano on the·1·

·current site.··Thank you.·2·

· · ··     BONNY O'CONNOR:··Julie Vandermost.·3·

· · ··     JULIE VANDERMOST:··Good evening.··My name is Julie·4·

·Vandermost, and my address is 30900 Rancho Viejo Road,·5·

·Suite 100, in San Juan Capistrano.··As the owner of a·6·

·local environmental consulting firm, and also a San Juan·7·

·Capistrano resident, I'm very concerned about the current·8·

·direction of the South Orange County Reliability·9·

·Enhancement Project Draft Environmental Impact Report.10·

· · · · · ··           In my opinion, only the SDG&E proposal is11·

·going to meet the project objective of addressing energy12·

·reliability and redundancy in South Orange County.13·

· · · · · ··           I've lived and worked here for 25 years and14·

·have experienced several blackouts that have been quite a15·

·problem for my business as well as our family.··Our16·

·communities remain unprotected from a major blackout17·

·event, which results in the loss of tens of millions of18·

·dollars to our economy and significantly impacts small19·

·businesses like mine as well as all businesses in South20·

·Orange County and our residents.21·

· · · · · ··           I urge the CPUC to approve the project as22·

·proposed by SDG&E and reject all other alternatives.23·

·This redundant infrastructure is standard and it's24·

·expected in other large communities, and we deserve the25·
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Andrew Barnsdale         May 1, 2015 
California Public Utilities Commission 
Energy Division Infrastructure Permitting/CEQA 
505 Van Ness Avenue 
San Francisco, CA  94102 
Email:  bca@cpuc.ca.gov and Andrew.Barnsdale@cpuc.ca.gov  
Electronic Transmittal of two (2) pages 
 
 
Subject: San Diego Gas & Electric’s (“SDGE’s”) proposed “South Orange County 
  Reliability Enhancement Project” (“SOCREP”) [A.12-05-020]. 
 
Reference: Comments on the SOCREP Alternatives Screening Report submitted by 
  Forest Residents Opposing New Transmission Lines (“FRONTLINES”) on  
  December 2, 2014 
 
 
Dear Mr. Barnsdale; 

When I reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Report (“EIR”) that the California Public 

Utilities Commission (“Commission”) prepared pursuant to the SOCREP proposed by SDGE, 

I was initially disappointed to note that the SOCREP project comments and alternatives that 

were submitted by FRONTLINES were not included or addressed.  I submitted these 

comments and recommended alternatives on behalf of FRONTLINES on December 2, 2014 

in response to a verbal request for such comments made by Energy Division staff at the 

November 19, 2014 Prehearing Conference.  However, I realize now that, because 

FRONTLINES comments were submitted directly to Energy Division staff rather than the 

SOCREP EIR Team, they may have inadvertently been overlooked in the Draft EIR 

preparation process.   

On the chance that this is the case, I have decided to resubmit the comments to you and 

specifically ask that you forward them to the SOCREP EIR team.  I make this request 

because I believe that the Trabuco substation interconnect (and even the Pico Substation 

interconnect) that FRONTLINES proposed (along with appropriate replacement of 

inadequate equipment at the Capistrano substation) will provide the same benefits as the 

proposed SOCREP while simultaneously eliminating virtually all transmission line impacts. 

The alternatives recommended by FRONTLINES interconnect with the 230 kV lines owned 

by Southern California Edison (“SCE”) and are therefore electrically similar to alternatives 

C1, C2, and D considered in the Draft EIR, however they are far less impactful because they 

require no new substations and very little transmission line construction.   

Given that FRONTLINES’ recommended alternatives appear significantly less impactful 

than Alternative D (which was selected in the Draft EIR as the “Environmentally Superior” 

alternative pursuant to CEQA Guidelines 15126.6), I respectfully request that you confirm 

that the Commission’s CEQA team did in fact receive FRONTLINES comments submitted to 

mailto:bca@cpuc.ca.gov
mailto:Andrew.Barnsdale@cpuc.ca.gov


the Energy Division in December, 2014, and that they are considered in the Commission’s 

SOCREP CEQA process.  To facilitate this request, I have attached a copy of these comments 

to the electronic submittal of this letter. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or concerns with this 

request.  My email address is AirSpecial@aol.com, and my cell phone number is (949) 278-

8460. 

Thank you in advance for your time and attention to this matter. 

 

Sincerely, 

/S/  Jacqueline Ayer 

Jacqueline Ayer 

On behalf of FRONTLINES  

mailto:AirSpecial@aol.com
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Andrew Barnsdale        December 2, 2014 
Senior Analyst 
California Public Utilities Commission 
Energy Division Infrastructure Permitting/CEQA 
505 Van Ness Avenue 
San Francisco, CA  94102 
Email:  bca@cpuc.ca.gov and Andrew.Barnsdale@cpuc.ca.gov  
Electronic Transmittal of 11 (eleven) pages 
 
 
Subject: San Diego Gas & Electric’s (“SDGE’s”) proposed “South Orange County 
  Reliability Enhancement Project” (“SOCREP”) [A.12-05-020]. 
 
 
Reference: CEQA Alternatives Screening Report issued November, 2014 
 
 
Dear Mr. Barnsdale; 
 
Please accept these comments submitted by Forest Residents Opposing New Transmission 
lines (“FRONTLINES”) on the “CEQA Alternatives Screening Report” (“Screening Report”) 
prepared by the California Public Utilities Commission (“Commission”) pursuant to 
SDG&E’s proposed “South Orange County Reliability Enhancement Project” (“SOCREP”).   
 
 
SOCREP PROJECT OBJECTIVES 
The SOCREP objectives established in the Screening Report are: 
 

1. Reduce the risk of instances that could result in the loss of power to customers 
served by the South Orange County 138-kV system through the 10-year planning 
horizon; 

2. Replace inadequate equipment at Capistrano Substation; and 
3. Redistribute power flow of the applicant’s South Orange County 138-kV system such 

that operational flexibility is increased. 
 
 
Project Objective 1 is intended to reduce the risk of power loss to SDGE customers in South 
Orange County resulting from various mode failures such as the loss of a transmission line, 
transformer, power generation facility, or combination of multiple generation or 
transmission facilities.  For the alternatives recommended herein, FRONTLINES assumes 
that the “worst-case” failure modes which were postulated by SDGE and summarized in the 
Screening Report constitute the threshold for determining whether an alternative meets 
Objective 1.  These “worst case” mode failures are:  
    

mailto:bca@cpuc.ca.gov
mailto:Andrew.Barnsdale@cpuc.ca.gov
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Scenario A: Outage of the Pico–Capistrano 138-kV Line (TL13816) and the Pico–
Trabuco 138-kV Line (TL13833).  This scenario essentially eliminates all “north” 
headed lines out of the Pico substation.   
  
Scenario B: Outage of the Pico–Talega 138-kV Line (TL13836) and Pico–Talega–San 
Mateo 138-kV Line (TL13846).  This scenario essentially eliminates all “south” 
headed lines out of the Pico substation  

 
 
Project Objective 2 is intended to address “the replacement of substation equipment that 
can be proven to be inadequate to support the proposed project or one of the project 
alternatives” as stated in the Screening Report [Page 1-22].  The general vagueness of this 
objective is attributed to SDGE’s failure to provide the Commission with specific details 
regarding what equipment must be replaced at the Capistrano substation.  It appears that 
Objective 2 engenders whatever Capistrano substation upgrades are needed to 
accommodate the particular alternative under consideration.  FRONTLINES assumes that 
this objective will be met by any proposed alternative by simply tailoring the Capistrano 
substation upgrades as needed to accommodate the alternative.   
 
 
Project Objective 3 is essentially intended to provide more substations in SDGE’s South 
Orange County system that are connected to 230 kV power and capable of stepping down 
230 kV power to 138 kV power.  The Screening Report clarifies that Project Objective 3 
addresses the loss of power flow resulting from a potential 230 kV substation loss, and it 
provides the example that power flow to all of SDGE customers on the current South 
Orange County System would be interrupted if the Talega substation were lost.  For the 
purposes of this submittal, FRONTLINES assumes that an alternative will be deemed to 
have met Project Objective 3 if it is capable of delivering power to SDGE’s entire South 
Orange County 138 kV system in the event of a 230-kV substation loss.   
 
 
On a side note, FRONTLINES disagrees with the Screening Report conclusion that SDGE’s 
proposed SOCREP apparently meets Project Objective 3.  The Screening Report states:  

“With the installation of 230/138-kV transformers at Capistrano Substation (i.e., 
with construction of the proposed San Juan Capistrano Substation) and connection 
of a new double-circuit 230-kV transmission line, both Capistrano substation and 
Talega substation would be capable of providing power to the entire South Orange 
County 138-kV system during maintenance or emergency events or to relieve other 
operational issues with one of the substations”  [See page 1-23] 

This statement is not true.  As shown in Figure 2 of the Screening Report, SDGE’s proposed 
SOCREP fails to deliver power to the San Mateo substation if the Talega substation is lost.  
Similarly, SOCREP fails to deliver power to the Laguna Niguel substation if the Capistrano 
substation is lost. Clearly, SOCREP will not provide power “to the entire South Orange 
County 138-kV system” if either of the Capistrano or Talega substations are lost, thus it 
seems to FRONTLINES that SDGE’s proposed SOCREP fails to meet Project Objective 3.   
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RECOMMENDED ALTERNATIVES 
FRONTLINES recommends that the Commission consider 3 additional project alternatives 
which were not addressed in the Screening Report.  These alternatives fully meet the risk 
reduction, flexibility, and upgrade goals established by Project Objectives 1, 2, and 3.  These 
alternatives also provide a level of reliability enhancement greater than that offered by 
SDGE’s proposed SOCREP, because they do not create any circumstance in which the loss of 
one SDGE 230 kV substation leaves another substation without power.   These alternatives 
also avoid significant and unnecessary environmental impacts to residential 
neighborhoods in unincorporated Orange County and the cities of San Clemente and San 
Juan Capistrano.    
 
 
Alternative 1  
This alternative involves the construction of a 230 KV bank at the Trabuco substation, and 
it loops in SCE’s existing 230 kV SONGS-Santiago lines which are located nearby (and form 
part of CAISO Path 43).  This alternative is depicted in Figure 1.  The two SCE 230 kV lines 
relied upon for this alternative are located approximately ½ mile from the Trabuco 
substation, as depicted in Figure 2 (A hardcopy of this figure was provided by FRONTLINES 
to the Commission’s Energy Division on November 19, 2014).  The area between these lines 
and the Trabuco substation is bounded by the 5 Freeway to the east, a drainage course to 
the north, and industrial uses to the west.  The Trabuco substation is approximately 3.5 
acres in area.  A ½ mile long overhead 230 kV transmission line running behind the 
industrial buildings adjacent to the freeway connected to a new 230 kV bank at the 
Trabuco substation is all that this alternative would require.  It provides the “new power 
source” line that SDGE claims is needed in the area, and it avoids all the environmental 
impacts from, and the half-billion dollar cost of, constructing the SDGE’s proposed SOCREP.  
And, unlike SDGE’s proposed project, this alternative ensures power delivery throughout 
south Orange County even if SDGE loses one of its 230 kV substations.   
 
Alternative 1 is configured to 1) Provide a new 230 kV power source into the Trabuco 
substation, which allows power delivery to all substations under both of the “worst case” 
scenarios postulated by SDGE; and 2) Preserve power flow throughout SDGE’s entire South 
Orange County system even if the Talega substation or the Trabuco substation is lost.  
Therefore, Alternative 1 fully addresses SDGE’s operational flexibility and reliability 
concerns, and it meets all the project objectives identified in the Screening Report that the 
Commission has established for SOCREP.   
 
 
Alternative 2  
This alternative routes SDGE’s proposed double circuit 230 kV line from the Talega 
substation into the Pico substation rather than the Capistrano substation.  This avoids the 
extensive and unnecessary construction of 230 kV double circuit infrastructure to the 
Capistrano substation.   This alternative is depicted in Figure 3, and it involves the 
construction of a new 230 kV bank at the Pico substation, and constructing approximately 
1 mile of new double circuit 230 kV line within the right of way now occupied by the Pico-
Talega section of TL 13846.   As shown in Figure 4, the Pico substation is bounded on the 
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south by land that is zoned as open space (and held by SDGE as right-of-way) and on the 
north, east and west by industrial uses.  The Pico substation is currently configured with 
four 238 kV connections and is approximately 1.75 acres in size.  The open space land 
south of the Pico substation (held by SDGE as 138 kV right of way) can be used to construct 
a new 230 kV bank.  Adjacent to this SDGE right of way area are four 230 kV transmission 
lines that are owned by SCE (SONGS-Santiago #1, SONGS-Santiago #2, SONGS-Serrano, and 
SONGS-Viejo) and which comprise CAISO’s Path 43.   Alternative 2 provides the Pico 
substation with five 138 kV connections (to Talega, Laguna Niguel, San Mateo, Capistrano 
and Trabuco) and two 230 kV connections (to Talega and a 3-terminal connection to the 
Talega-Escondido line).   Alternative 2 could also be configured with a 3-terminal 
connection to the Laguna Niguel – Pico line (as shown in Figure 5).   Unlike SDGE’s 
proposed project, this configuration ensures power delivery throughout South Orange 
County even with the loss of one of SDGE’s 230 kV substations.    
 
Alternative 2 provides power delivery even under the Scenario 1 “worst case” failure mode 
conditions postulated by SDGE.  Recognizing that Alternative 2 replaces TL 13846 
(identified in SDGE’s Scenario 2) with a double circuit 230 kV line, it is necessary to 
“modify” Scenario 2 to consider the loss of all 230 kV power into the Pico substation as well 
as the loss of 138 power into the Pico substation from the Talega substation on TL 13836.  
Under this “modified” Scenario, Alternative 2 still provides power delivery to all South 
Orange County substations via Talega’s connection to the Rancho Mission Viejo and San 
Mateo/Laguna Niguel substations.  
 
Alternative 2 is configured to 1) Provide a new 230 kV power source into the Pico 
substation, which allows power delivery to all substations under both of the “worst case” 
scenarios postulated by SDGE; and 2) Preserve power flow throughout SDGE’s entire South 
Orange County system even if the Talega substation or the Pico substation is lost.  
Therefore, Alternative 1 fully addresses SDGE’s operational flexibility and reliability 
concerns, and it meets all the project objectives identified in the Screening Report that the 
Commission has established for SOCREP.   
 
   
Alternative 3  
This alternative loops in one or more of SCE’s 230 kV lines to the Pico substation.  Four SCE 
230 kV lines which comprise CAISO’s Path 43 lie immediately adjacent to the Pico 
substation.  This alternative (depicted in Figure 6) would involve a new 230 kV bank at the 
Pico substation (which could be constructed in SDGE’s right of way south of the Pico 
substation) and approximately 300 feet of new 230 kV line from SCE’s lines to the new Pico 
230 kV bank.  Unlike SDGE’s proposed project, this configuration ensures power delivery 
throughout South Orange County even with the loss of one of SDGE’s 230 kV substations. 
 
Alternative 3 is configured to 1) Provide a new 230 kV power source into the Pico 
substation, which allows power delivery to all substations under both of the “worst case” 
scenarios postulated by SDGE; and 2) Preserve power flow throughout SDGE’s entire South 
Orange County system even if the Talega substation or the Pico substation is lost.  
Therefore, Alternative 3 fully addresses SDGE’s operational flexibility and reliability 
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concerns, and it meets all the project objectives identified in the Screening Report that the 
Commission has established for SOCREP.   
 
 
CONCLUSION 
FRONTLINES understands that the Commission has solicited comments on the Screening 
Report, and wishes to receive such comments as quickly as possible.  In the interest of time, 
FRONTLINES has provided only a brief summary of recommended alternatives in this 
submittal.  However, FRONTLINES has visited all of the substation facilities described in 
this submittal, and can provide the Commission with additional information (such as 
photographs and other data) if requested.  In addition, FRONTLINES will continue to 
review the Screening Report, and will submit supplemental comments and alternative 
scenarios as they are prepared.   
 
 
Respectfully submitted on behalf of FRONTLINES; 
 
 
/S/  Jacqueline Ayer 
 
Jacqueline Ayer 
AQS - Director of Engineering Operations  
AirSpecial@aol.com 
2010 West Avenue k, #701 
Lancaster, CA  93536 
(949) 278-8460 
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FIGURE 1:  ALTERNATIVE 1 CONFIGURATION FOR CONNECTING SCE’S 230 KV LINES TO SDGE’S  

  TRABUCO SUBSTATION. 
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FIGURE 2:  AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH OF THE AREA BETWEEN SDGE’S TRABUCO SUBSTATION AND  

  SCE’S DOUBLE CIRCUIT 230 KV LINES. 
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FIGURE 3:  ALTERNATIVE 2 CONFIGURATION FOR CONNECTING 230 KV LINES TO SDGE’S PICO 

  SUBSTATION WITH FIVE 138 KV CONNECTIONS TO PICO. 
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FIGURE 4:  AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH OF SDGE’S PICO SUBSTATION AND THE SDGE & SCE RIGHT OF  

  WAY AREAS LOCATED SOUTH OF THE PICO SUBSTATION. 
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FIGURE 5:  ALTERNATIVE 2 CONFIGURATION FOR CONNECTING 230 KV LINES TO SDGE’S PICO 

  SUBSTATION WITH FOUR 138 KV CONNECTIONS TO PICO. 
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FIGURE 6:  ALTERNATIVE 3 CONFIGURATION FOR CONNECTING SCE’S 230 KV LINES TO SDGE’S  

  PICO SUBSTATION. 
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